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Introduction
reetings! In this behemoth edition of Chronique we look at a popu
lar topic—lighting techniques. It has long been my opinion that the
lighting practiced by the SCA and many similar groups has evolved
to become a Western martial art—one that is used to instruct the spirit in the
ideals of chivalry.
In this issue we have a wide variety of perspectives on things that make up a
knight's technique. We have a how-to on spear lighting, thoughts on blow
calibration, elegance in lighting, a philosophical tract on the ability ol a mar
tial art to convey spiritual value, a historical piece by the renowned scholar
Sydney Anglo on medieval lighting, and finally, a comparison on SCA light
ing with the behourd of the 14"' and 15"' century.
We are also introducing a new department in Chronique: Fighting in the
Lists. Every issue, you will find a new technique described. These will be
sought from the best teachers and students in medieval fighting technique.
We hope you enjoy the column!
We have also found unbelievable support coming from the Chronique website,
found at http://www.chronique.com. We have been reproducing many his
torical tracts, some scholarly pieces too long for Chronique. and many other
elements. We have been receiving the kindest letters from the people who
have managed to find our site out of the millions of web pages out there—and
we hope you have the opportunity to visit us on the web!
Among the new things you will find on the site is a very fine treatise on
chivalry penned in the form of a dialogue written by Steve Mulburger, AKA
SCA Duke Finvarr de Taahe (Middle Kingdom). If you have any route to the
web. by all means find your way to this part of our site—you won't be disap
pointed.
We are also producing a new book. Pas (VArmes & Roundtables: Re-enacting
the Medieval Feat of Armes. We hope this book, which will feature very fine
illustrations by Michael Plolts (AKA SCA Viscount Michael St. Sever). This
book will bring together what we have learned in the years we have been
pursuing the idea of using the medieval tournament to bring out and encour
age the virtues found in the medieval romances, qualities that still hold us in
their thrall even today, such is their siren to the human heart.
Enjoy this Chronique and be sure to send us your comments so that we can
continue to fashion the journal into something that will prove both useful
and entertaining.

-Brian R. Price, Editor
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Forum
Question #1: If a fighting technique is technically legal, but against the
‘chivalric’ culture of the region, are there any conditions under which it
should be used?

I

"Absolutely not! Even if your opponent is dastardly enough to use it on you.
you must always strive to be the most chivalrous on the Field. The glory of
victory can never compare with the honor of chivalry." —Nicholas Trandem
—Northshield, Middle Kingdom
"No. legal or not. it's wrong. Better to lose the light than your honor."
—Matthew J. Lecin
"I'm sorry, but if it's legal, it's legal. 1 have no qualms in using any technique
—Shaun King
that law doesn't say I can't use."
—AKA SCA Arian Shicldbrcaker
"Keep in mind that the currency we lourncyers trade in is renown. Even if a
technique is acceptable by the letter of the law. but it's one that your fellow
combatants avoid due to the prevailing custom, you're not going to profit a
whit by employing it. and may do yourself some damage if you insist on
using it. In our game, the fellow left standing at the end of the fight isn't
—Michael Plotts
always the victor.”
—AKA SCA Michael St. Sever, Viscount, CSG
—West Kingdom
"Such a technique should only be used in a leaching situation or as an effort
to share the cultures of two different areas but not in any type of competitive
area. Individual lighters should respect the cultural views of a region and
adopt combat styles that conform with accepted practices within that cul—Michael D. Jackson
ture.
—AKA SCA Count Syr Valens of Flatrock
—Kingdom of Calontir
"This depends entirely upon the underlying model used for the tight. If the
affair is a plaisance—a diversion or amusement (as are the vast majority of
tourneys in modern goups), then the technique ought not to be used. How
ever, in warfare, a judicial duel, or a true duel of honor, the technique can.
and in fact should be used if necessary. Let us not forget that the ‘coup dc
Jarnac' was not considered grounds for disqualification, even though it was
—Bryan Maloney
an unorthodox maneuver."
"Only by mutual agreement. If I was to travel to a different region to fight. It
would [be] my responsibility to learn what the local armor standards, laws
and customs were. Hopefully, the locals would understand that any errors
on my part were only part of the learning experience. However if the hosts
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were willing lo allow foreign customs then 1 would accept the invitation. Of
course there would have to be a lot of communication on everyone's part to
—John Patrick Kowal
avoid possible hard feelings."
—AKA SCA Lord Aleksandr Vasilevych Lev
—Middle Kingdom

”[If a technique is legal] in accordance with SCA rules but less than noble, the
warrior must consider his opinions of himself foremost. Which is most im
portant: victory, or perhaps to win or lose on the merits of honor. Legal is one
thing, but in a society where one's deeds speak loudly of him/hersell, l would
suggest that the most honorable path is the one to lake. 1 would personally
rather lose a bout than win it by any means 1 felt where dishonorable. 1 per
sonally give "points of honor'' during any fight 1 participate in at any lime 1
—Andrew Byers
disable my opponent."
"Chivalric culture is definitely in the eye of the beholder, and this boils down
to more of a question of etiquette than of fighting technique. I he example
that comes most readily lo mind is striking blows to the arms. I have heard
that there are places where this is considered insulting, and is grounds lor
angry and derogatory comments on the chivalry of the attacker. In my area
arms are considered lair game.
"I'd have to say that the prevalent culture rules in this case, for practical
reasons. The arm-striker is just going to have lo cool it when visiting the Land
of the Un-Struck Arms, and likewise the non-arm-striker is just going to have
to learn to guard her arms is she goes to a different area. This is not to say
that, in the former case, the arm-striker couldn't try to win over converts to
this way of fighting. Likewise, the non-arm-striker can stay her course and
prove that it isn't a necessary blow."
—Andrew Kobayashi
—AKA SCA Master Kobayashi Yutaka

"There have been times when I have witnessed one fighter using his
opponent's chivalry against him. An example of this is using your sword
arm to defend you head when you know that your opponent will not inten
tionally swing at your arm. I find this practice terribly unchivalrous. At this
point. I feel it is appropriate to perform the action the lighter is relying on
you not performing. This generally has been successful in teaching the errant
fighter what is right."
—Matt Kittrick
—AKA SCA Viscount Brendan Shimmeringstar. Knight, OP
"Chivalry is a mailer of personal honor as well as the way we treat people. If
the intent of the ‘chivalric cultural law' is to enable more people to partici
pate, or reduce injuries, then the honorable thing to do is to obey the rule. If
the rule is intentionally devised lo allow one group or one style of combat to
gain an advantage over another, and the ‘chivalric culture' demands that it be
followed, honor dictates that the rule be obeyed, and the person of honor
decline to fight under those conditions as a point of honor. But honor is not
satisfied by only silent protest. The honorable person then must seek to change
the rule.”
—Gordon Ellis
—AKA SCA Gordon Redthorn, Squire to Sir Brand
—Kingdom of An Tir
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"Some of us are saying only in wars, but I would say no. We are recreating
noble tournament combat. It is incumbent to all combatants to portray the
role of knight. Unchivalric behavior is never acceptable.”
—Rudolf Weber
—AKA SCA Landgraf Ritter Cornelius von Beckc
—Lochac, West Kingdom
“I believe that in tournament it would be improper to use such a technique.
However, in a war I believe the proper thing to do is whatever it lakes to
defeat the enemy so fthe| length [of] the war, and resulting causalities on
both sides, is minimized.”
—Doug Howell
"Nay. One should always strive to respect the customs of the culture one is
in. The joy of combat lies in competing fairly and honestly, and to use tech
niques not considered to be acceptable, even though they may be superior,
goes against the spirit of chivalry. The true test of one's ability is to stand toeto-toe with a worthy opponent and light without seeking any unfair advan
tage. It is not dishonourable, however, to attempt to lobby the powers that be
for the adoption of foreign techniques. In this way you may seek to improve
the martial culture of the region you are in. without endangering your honour
and reputation. Thus your lame will spread and you will be spoken of as a
—J. Heinen
skilled and chivalric warrior.
—Kwellcnd-Njal Kollskcggson
"While some would say that no single act of chivalry can be required. I be
lieve that the spirit of the law is more important than the letter of the law.
Lack of a formal written prohibition docs not constitute free license.”
—Ann Marie S. Price
—AKA SCA Mistress Ann of Alanwyck. Company of St. George
"In my opinion, techniques or skills which the locals frown on as unchivalrous should not be used, unless one is in fear for one’s life or using this tech
nique would prevent someone from committing an even more unchivalrous
action, such as attacking an opponent who is unawares. This allows a knight
to preserve his honor in front of the people of this culture, while not letting
his personal honor slip because he could not call on the resources at his dis—Jordie Jessup
posal in a lime of need.”
"Nobody should deliberately attempt a technique that he knows the crowd
would dislike. Our combat is not just trying to win: it’s trying to increase the
honor of the Crown, the one you light for, your opponent, and perhaps even
yourself. If you are in a land that doesn’t like arm shots, don’t throw arm
shots. This much is simple and straightforward. But the question asks if there
are ‘any’ conditions under which it should be used. Yes. there are:
"[IJJoi/r Majesty, we come from a far-off land whose ways are different. May we
have permission to take the field and show your court the ways of our people?
"[2]My liege, this man is far from home, and feels out of place. / wish to face him
with his own style, as he was taught it in his homeland.
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*(3].\/v lord Earl Marshal, it has been proposed that our ways might be improved if
we added this technique as it is used in the Kingdom of Hypotlietica. Will you mar
—Jay Rudin
shal us while ire experiment? Perhaps we can learn from them''
—AKA SCA Robin of Gilwell
Question #2: Would you use an inelegant technique if it was effective?
Why or why not?_____________________________ ________________
—Nancy Laughlin-Foust
“No. fighling like an animal is just that.”
—AKA SCA Lady Morganna Mcglachlcn
—Northshield. Middle Kingdom
“Yes. The elegance of a technique is secondary to the effectiveness of the tcch—Robert B. Le Pine
nique.*'
—AKA Aaron of the Black Mountains
—Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem
—Louise Anne Bloomfield
—AKA Sasha of Ynys Fawr

“If it is effective, then it is elegant.’*

"Not intentionally. 1 believe combat should be beautiful to watch: graceful
like a dance, as well as effective. Often if it is the first (pleasing to the eye),
—Charles A. Jones
then the second will follow (effectiveness).’*
—AKA SCA Chen-tzu
“If by inelegant, you mean clumsy, you will be rewarded with discomfort. If
you mean brutish, then the reward will be less obvious but more lasting. An
elegant move would combine grace and effectiveness, making an inelegant
move unnecessary.
—Ted llewitt
—Lord Eadwynne of Runcdun
"Personally, in tournament combat. I light for the amusement of my lady and
the ladies therein gathered, so the use of an inelegant style as a means of
victory is in the least distasteful. I feel there are no wars in SCA combat, as
they come much closer to Charnay's description of a tournament than a war.
for we are not intending to actually ’kill* any of the participants, and there is
no land taken. In fact, since our tournaments are purely idealistic, i.e. we do
not tourney for income as was the practice, use of an inelegant style for vic
tor)’ can be considered brutal.'*
—Daiyle Pompeo
—Sir Severin Visconti Di Milano
”Of course, but not in a display. Tournament and war fighting are competi
tive activities. Elegance is nice, but I don't have the luxury of being good
enough to use nothing but elegant techniques. To do less than my best upon
the field of combat reflects upon me, my Barony, my Principality and my
Kingdom.
—David Hunt
—Stephen Aldred Baron Polilarchopolis
—Carolingia. East Kingdom
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"I will assume your term ‘inelegant does not mean illegal or treacherous. If
so. then yes. Not every fighter is capable of throwing blows in a graceful
manner. Physical abilities or restrictions will ultimately dictate what a fighter's
style will evolve into. I cannot fault a fighter who uses his or her natural
abilities to their fullest, as long as they keep safely in mind. In the case of
slow/strong fighters, an ‘inelegant’ style may be the only way they can enter
combat with a chance of winning.”
—Viscount Brendan Shimmeringstar. KSCA, OP
"No. I would not use an inelegant technique. The reason is why 1 took up
fighting in the lirst place—the dance. I saw it as very graceful, and this had a
profound effect on my style. I grew up watching fighters with huge shields
march into the middle of the Held and pound on each other for 20-30 min
utes. Swearing never to do that, I built a small heater shield and learned to be
fast and light. Most kingdoms have abandoned the large shield except for
wars now. But technique should inspire you to be graceful, not to bludgeon
—Charles Echvin Davis
your opponent for vain glory.”
—AKA Cadwallcn y Rhudd
"It is hard to thing of an inelegant technique that is effective. The beauty of a
move is its simplicity. Even brute force is elegant, so long as it is wielded
effectively and prudently. Wasted motion is inelegant. Wasted motion is inef
fective. So. no. 1 would not use inelegant technique as it is not effective.
—Harold Karus
—AKA SCA Master llarald lsenross
"Generally speaking, the prettiest combatants are among the most effective.
So if your effective technique is inelegant, there's probably a way to improve
—Ann Marie S. Price
both efficacy and appearance."
"I would make the claim that anything that can be done 'inelegantly' can be
done quicker and with less effort ‘elegantly.' Thus I would use an effective,
inelegant technique only while refining it into an effective, elegant technique.
—Master Kobayashi Yutaka
Question # 3: Is it valid to throw light blows that land on an opponent in
order to distract him? Why or why not?
"I feel that throwing a light blow [that] leaves your opponent wondering
'Does he think that was good?' pulls your opponent's mind away from the
fight and into the rules. You are there by taking advantage of your opponent's
desire to treat you fairly. 1 do not feel-that this is right or good.”
—LeRoyBrown
—Sir Crispin Bucher
"I do not consider this acceptable. If those blows land, observers may con
clude that your opponent is not acknowledging blows properly. This tech
nique. used consistently, would tend to stain the honor of all of one's oppo
—Sieve Mulberger
nents.”
—Finnvarr de Taahe. Duke & Knight
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“Absolutely not. If 1 feint, and my opponent does not respond, i.e. he recog
nizes the feint for what it is, 1 am prepared to empower the blow to killing
strength, and make the most of the situation. 1 will not deliberately strike my
opponent lightly. It embarrasses him and me. Worse, the spectators will be
—Matthew J. Lecin
gin to believe that my opponent is ignoring blows.”
“If you can throw the blows to hit your opponent anyway, why are you making
—Sasha of Ynys Fawr
them light?"
“1 do believe so. It is all part of the lighting, to make the opponent make a
mistake and/or overreact to an attack. It is also a part of the basics ol teachKama Schultz
ing patterning shots."
“No. Intentional light blows puts pressure on your opponent to judge be
tween the ‘light’ blows and valid shots. Many lighters tend to accept any
blow that they are unable to block as a good shot, assuming that their oppo
nent is consistently throwing 'good shots’ and not mere touches to distract
—Count Syr Valens of Flatrock
them.’’
“Aside from the question of whether a blow can be light, certainly it is valid.
Throwing blows that you don’t expect to work in order to set up one that will
is basic technique, as is husbanding one’s own strength and spending it ap
propriately. However, this may not be exactly what you were asking. Throw
ing blows that can7 work is good way to lose to an experienced lighter: they
will recognize that the ‘attack’ isn’t a threat and will use your own loss of
time to defeat you. A feint has to be a threat to work. But, in some circum
stances, even ‘light’ blows can be used to set up a timing and tempo to con
fuse you opponent, as long as one knows the danger involved in the tech
nique."
—Kwcllcnd-Njal
“Yes. I generally do not do so, as it’s rarely an effective approach, but do not
see any problems with it. The only exceptions I could see would be using the
light blows to convince your opponent that he is ignoring legitimate strikes,
but that generally requires verbal follow-up, and sounds like it’s outside the
scope of this question."
—Lord Keradwc
"Striking an opponent is most decidedly not a feint. Since the pressure in our
combats is placed firmly upon the shoulders of the combatants, rather than
in judges or marshals. I feel that these blows place an unreasonable strain on
the honor of the man struck. We can never truly know that our own calibra
tion is correct; in many places we are taught to give our opponents the benefit
of the doubt—‘if you have to think about it—just take it’. Our reputations,
our renown, is the primary thing for which we fight. When an opponent
intentionally strikes with a light blow', it places a stress upon the man struck.
‘Was 1 just hit?’ ‘Did I miss one?’
“Additionally, such light blows demonstrate poor technique—it is a simple
matter to move the sword without force from point to point: it is quite an
other to deliver the blow with force."
—Brian R. Price
—Brion Thornbird ap Rhys, Earl & Knight, OL
—Chancellor. Company of Saint George
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"I believe that in a real fight, with edged weapons, that it would be a valid
tactic to throw light blows to distract an opponent, to cause them to react
allowing a solid blow to land. I would not consider this any less chivalrous
than a fake. The evidence that the blow was light is that the struck person
does not fall down, and there need be no further evidence.
“However, in an SCA context. I do not approve. I feel that throwing light
blows may cause the opponent embarrassment and discomfort, because hav
ing to repeatedly call blows that land cleanly ‘light’ causes the spectators,
and their consort, to perhaps doubt the lighter’s honor at not acknowledging
apparently good blows, since there is no objective, ‘from the sidelines’ way of
accurately judging the strength of a blow.
“You may embarrass the fighter sufficiently to gel them to acknowledge
blows which are not good rather than suffer the potential slain, and I do not
think that honorable.”
—Sieve Rennell
—Ulf fra Sjaelland
—Barony ofSouthron Gaard. Caid

Question #4” Is there any difference between the techniques that should
be used in SCA war and a tournament or pas d’armes?
"Yes—to a certain extent, efficiency becomes more important [in warfare)
than grace or beauty in individual styles. But naturally, some semblance of
grace should still be considcred’in tactical discussions. There's no point aban
doning all niceties and rolling over man after man. Also, group fighting re
quires more teamwork, and hence simplicity in tandem is a better way to
light than in trying to shinc one's own light.”
—Cormac the Traveller
"Yes. the tournament is a matter of personal honor and chivalry. You can
afford to pul victory at risk for your personal honor. However, in a war. the
situation is much different. You must always remember that though you must
always endeavor to show chivalry to your opponent, your utmost responsi
bility is for your comrades. This is not to be construed as to mean that you
should play as dirty as possible for the sake of your unit, but that, in addition
to being as chivalrous as possible, you should not let your personal honor
—Nicholas Trandein
put the group at risk.”
"There should be no difference between the techniques used on the two fields.
The one exception that might be considered would be the case of multiple
opponents. Where two or three on one would be considered unchivalrous on
the tournament field. I would accept it as part of melee fighting and have no
reservations about being on either side of the equation.”
—Count Syr Valens of Flatrock
"There are differences already. The tournament field or the pas d'armes uses
weapons that are appropriate for those venues, i.e. all styles but long spear,
while war techniques are more appropriate for sword and shield, polearms.
weapon and shield, and long spears. Styles such as two-weapon, bastard
sword, or great sword are limiting in their use in a trained army.”
—Lord Aleksandr Vasilevych Lev
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"A technique ought to be chosen in keeping with the combatant's aim. One
difference for a war might well be selecting one that is suited for working in
a team, such as 'handing guard and shield across the chest' for those in a
shield wall. Like our medieval forebears, the quest for personal renown, such
as through tournament, is (usually) mixed with group discipline for ‘wars’.
Your renown is now entwined with that of you unit, or your ‘side' should
you not be attached to a unit. A fine technique for single combats may not be
—Jim Vincent
the most suited for a member of a group formalin."
—AKA SCA Lord Jotun-Eirikr Bjarnason
"...The pas is the ultimate tournament in my opinion. It is all of what brings
me to and keeps me in the society [SCAJ. The pageantry, the chivalry, the
periodness! One of the big reasons, aside from the pageantry that I like the
pas is that it includes the 'spectators' in a more active role in the gallery.
"I think that wars, on the other hand, are just that; NOT tournament, and
the same rules of chivalry do not apply. Not that I think any lighter should
not strive to be chivalrous (and there is a VERY BIG difference between chiv
alry and courtliness, but that's a whole other topic). On the warfield. a war is
fought ultimately to win. It must also be safe and fun, which is why so many
of the conventions for killing form behind and for missileers have been de
veloped. Wars are definitely more for the lighters than the spectators, whereas
1 think that tournaments, and most especially the pas (which I think we need
to see much more oP.) are more for the spectators." —J. Burrows aka Taniko
"There should be as much chivalry displayed on the battlefield as on the
tournament field. That here are few, if any, spectators watching you should
not encourage questionable behavior. The only difference SHOULD BE that
between single combat and group combat."
—Ann Marie S. Price
Question #5: If a knight is at war, should he use bribery to capture an
important town or garrison?
"Yes and No. In the case of the garrison, it is Piled with soldiers (hopefully
honorable ones). To attempt to bribe them would do the both of you dis
honor. doubly so for the garrison if they accept the knight's bribe. A town
however is filled with civilians. Part of a knight’s duty as a knight is to pro
tect the weak. If by briber}' the knight can fulfill his duty to his liege by taking
the town and also fulfill his duty as a knight by preventing the slaughter of
the town's inhabitants, then I believe that he has fulfilled his obligations with
honor.’*
—Shannon Me l'ey
"No. To accept a bribe is to become a traitor to those who have trusted in
your honor and a knight who pays such a bride becomes a party to that
dishonor."
—Count Syr Valens of Flatrock
"Bribery is a loaded term. If you mean should a knight offer options other
than bloodshed, (yet short of treason or blasphemy), to a besieged enemy,
then yes, the offer must be made. War always is hardest on the defenseless
and weak, those persons the knight is sworn to protect."
—Lord Eadwynne of Runedun
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"In the matters of war. many lives are under the command of a few. If the
tactics of negotiation, or bribery can avoid the needless death of others, than
this course is well within the bounds of honor."
—Andrew Byers
"A knight who cannot win an objective, no matter how important, without
the use of bribes has. in my opinion, little faith in his ability or those under
his command."
—Jordie Jussup
"Yes. Mis loyalty and clemency should make him choose such an option—
violence is not an end of itself, and the speed in which the town is captured
may matter to his liege lord."
—Hartmann Rogge
"A knight should do what his liege lord has told him to do, if it saves the lives
of innocents by protecting them from a siege or such. I say yes.”
—Kama Schultz
"While it violates the ideal of chivalry to use bribery to lake a city or garrison,
it is also true that monarchs value victory more than they do honor (with one
or two rare exceptions), and it is service to one's Lord that is the final mea
sure of knighthood. Furthermore, warfare is a dirty business, and what was
permissible in medieval war (looting, decimation of a city) would not have
been permissible in peace (theft, mass murder)."
—Biyan Malony
"...Yes. if you mean a knight should be able to parley with the enemy and
offer them conditions to change sides. No. if you mean that a knight can go
into private negotiations with the enemy and then have a portion of their
forces suddenly betray their former comrades of arms.”
—Lord Aleksandr Vasilevych Lev
"If the question is based on real war (with real dead) then yes. Those tech
niques would be the most humane for both sides. If the question is based on
our wars [in the SCA] then no. It is counter to the notion of honorable com— Sir Crispin Bucher
bat. and it probably wouldn't work either."
"Absolutely not! This is the mark of a robber knight or a leader of cutthroats
and ruffians, not of a true knight! While offering mercy to the occupants be
fore you besiege the town or garrison is chivalric. bribing them is definitely
—Nicholas Trandem
not!”
Question #6: What are the things you've noticed that the finest knights
have in common in terms of fighting techniques?
—Chen-tzu
"Grace and fluidity of movement.”
"Patience. Great physical power generated by graceful movement."
—Matthew J. Lecin
—Arian Shieldbreaker
"Speed, skill, and grace.”
—Lady Morganna McGlachlen
"Ease in their fighting style."
—Gottfried von Ilienen
"Honesty, chivalry, and joy in combat.”
—Kama Schultz
"Speed, grace and accuracy."
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"They all use little. itty-bitty, teeny-liny, postage stamp size shields."
—Shannon McVey

"Self confidence on the Held coupled with a willingness to take risks and
push themselves beyond what they have done before. Beyond those inner
strengths l have noticed very little in common among the very best of our
knights on the field. Our knights display a wonderful diversity of lighting
styles, physical abilities, and approaches to combat."
—Count Syr Valens of Flatrock
"Practice, practice, and more practice. They seem to have an easy grace when
it comes to the fight. Nothing strained, no false moves, no wasted movement.
—Cadwallen y Rhudd
They use just enough energy to win the light."
"A natural grace and economy of movement. .Very little extraneous sword
movement. The ability to make the bqd>>;9dpM'more imposing than it really
—Frans Lagersuffer di Cina
is. A sense of stature within."
"They never argue the marshal's decisions, and if there is a debate about a hit
or whatnot, they will always cede it to their opponents. They will always
take honour hits (i.e. if they have de-legged an opponent, they too. will kneel;
if they have taken his shield arm. they too will go without shield.)." •
—Nicholas Trancient

"The finest of warriors compose themselves to a serene state which doesn’t
allow for explosions of temper on the field. They display great prowess with
the weapons they prefer and are capable with those they do not use as often.
A skilled knight will meet a lesser opponent with the weapons his/her oppo
nent prefers to use. they will give points of honor to all opponents regardless
of skill, and they offer advice and encouragement where it will do good. The
hardest part though, is to criticize in a manner which will show their displea
sure or concern in such a way as to avoid insulting the other unduly."
—Andrew Byers

"A am a beginner in rattan combat, and the element I most met while lighting
with or against knights, and some squires also, is that they explain to you
what went wrong in the light so that you may one day become better. They
really seem to want you to be as good a lighter as you can be."
—Jean-Frangois Jacques

—AKA SCA Pellandres. dil le frere: Quebec, Canada, East Kingdom
"Some things I've noticed about the greatest knight fighting styles (from lit
erature anyway) is that they always give their opponents a chance to surren
der. or retreat. If a light does occur, these knights fight with grace and speed,
relying very little on strength that they posses. Also, if they disarm or disable
their opponent, they let their opponent catch their breath or retrieve their
weapon before continuing."
—Jordie Jussup

"The finest fighters 1 have ever played with have been the ones where no
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matter if I won or lost I always fell I had learnt something.”
—Sasha of Ynys Fawr
"1 would say that the very best fighters share one common trait—they all
have outstanding balance, focus, awareness, and basic technique. They tend
not to dwell on the ‘trick* shots—it has been my observation that 90% of
fights are not won with a novelty blow—or with the 'weapon of the week*;
they are won with grace and elegance, with speed and efficiency gained
through relentless pursuit of the basic techniques. Observing those I consider
to be outstanding combatants, they all have traits in common—a good fight
ing platform from which they maintain flexibility and power. On top of that,
they have little need to resort to petty psychological trickery.”
—Brion Thornbird ap Rhys
"The finest* knights in my. experience-have no fear of losing a fight, and would
rather fall than lose thej'r-'liOhor. -Another attribute is the fact that most great
knights are confident enough iii themselves to be able to show mercy and
protect their opponent from the harm they could easily administer.”
—Lord Eadwynne of Runedun
Question til: If most medieval knights fought mounted, is there any validity to the SCA style of fighting, which is done on foot?_____________
"Sooner of later you are bound to lose your horse. I think in reality it de
pended to some extent on the part of the middle ages you use as a reference.
Armor became heavier and heavier and at some point the knight could no
longer light effectively on foot, f or this period the SCA on foot lighting would
be inaccurate, but for earlier periods less so....”
—Ray Schneider
"We are striving to achieve an ideal: the closer we come the belter. SCA ar
mored combat, for all it’s Haws, is for the vast majority of us the closest we
can come, which is far belter than not trying at all.”
—Matthew J. Lecin

"Absolutely. In fact, as we learn more about the history of combat in the
middle ages, we are coming to the realization that war in the middle ages
was conducted largely by men lighting on foot. It was more the rule than the
exception for knights to dismount and fight in the front ranks alongside in
fantry to enhance the morale of those with less experience. It is important to
remember that war in the middle ages was waged via siege as opposed to
pitched battle, and in a siege cavalry arc largely useless. The paramount dic
tum of medieval warfare was to avoid pitched battle at all costs. Siege and
—Jeff Heinen
raid were the norm.”
—Gottfried von Heinen
"SCA lighting is a very poor simulation of medieval chivalric combat. It’s
that simple. This does not mean that it is not valid in and of itself, but that any
comparisons to the chivalric model are. perforce, very poor.”
—Bryan Matony
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"Yes. By lighting on toot (and occasionally for the novice, with plastic armour
as well) we make chivalric combat open to a much wider range of people.
True, they fought on horses in the middle ages. However, it is also true that
knights could afford to. This way, we do not limit the practice of chivalry to
the rich. Anyone can light chivalrously, and that is one of the things that
—Nicholas Trandem
makes the SCA great."
"Yes our style of SCA combat is valid. We are recreating an aspect of medieval
combat. Specifically that which was done on foot. If we were all of substan
tial means l suspect that we might try to recreate mounted combat. 'I hat is if
—Lord Aleksandr Vasilevych Lev
it could be done safely."
"Fact is. knights did light on foot, especially on the defensive. Defensive plan
ning would include attempts to induce the attacker to dismount. Similar to
modern air power, mounted attack is forceful and destructive but cannot lake
—Master llarald Isenross
and hold ground."
"Even if we are to accept the truth of the first statement with regards to the
entire sweep of our period and geographic arena there is still valid reasons
for lighting on foot. Even a knight who expected to light on horseback had to
assume there would be times, perhaps many limes, when he would be afoot
in combat. Sieges, the loss of his horse, ground unsuitable for horses, defen
—Count Syr Valens of Flatrock
sive situations, barrier lighting, etc."
"Yes. Even in the Middle Ages the knight often was put afoot during combat,
both in wars and in tourney. Hence the many references to squires who brought
the knight a new mount, defended the knights back, dragged the knight out
of the melee, etc. In tourney as well there was a ‘foot* combat portion of the
tourney, even full 'foot only* tourneys. The SCA simply is focused on that
portion of combat that took place on loot."
—Aaron of the Black Mountains
"There are countless references to knights riding gallantly to a field and then
dismounting at the start of the battle or after the first charge. A warhorse is
expensive, hard to train and very hard to replace on foreign soil. They also
tend to slip around a lot in mud (the stuff every SCA camping event has in
plenty) being more a danger to your side than the enemy. The horse was a
massively valuable tool of the knight, but like any other tool there are times
not to use it. The knights of the period knew this and were not adverse to
fight afoot, where their superior training and armour still gave them great
advantage."
—Sasha of Ynys Fawr
"Since the SCA is recreating tourneys, not warfare, certainly, since there were
tourneys on foot. There are also plenty of instances of knights warring on
foot... Yes. the medieval knight was a horseman, but first of all he was a war
rior, and that meant knowing how to light afoot as well as on horse, as was
demonstrated all throughout our period."
—Kwellend-Njal
"The medieval knights thought it was valid, since they continued to fight on
foot after being unhorsed in war. challenge and tournament. Arthurian knights
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are shown dismounting and drawing swords after unhorsing an opponent.
The Saxon poem ‘The Battle of Maldon* commemorates a last stand on foot
in a shield wall. Sir Tristan fought the Morholt on foot, and Beowulf slew
Grendel.
“According to the book Tudor and Jacobean Tournaments by Alan Young, in
England it was common for rain to prevent any jousting, but the rest of the
tournament took place anyway. And in The Tournament by Richard Barker
and Juliet Barber, the ‘Combat of Thirty* was a chivalric combat fought on
foot in 1351. The London Masters of Defense fought their challenges, prizes
and exhibitions on foot. Jarnac met the Comte de Chalaigneraye before the
assembled court of France on foot. In short, in legend, myth, story, poem, and
history fool combat has ever been part of the prowess and greatness of
—Robin of Gilwell
knights."
Question MS: What is the most important piece of advice relating to fight
ing techniques you would offer to the novice swordsman?
"Find out why your instructors think things arc important or effective."
-Ann Marie S. Price
"Honor and respect yourself and your opponent equally."
—Lord Eadwynne of Runedun
"Throw blows directly at the intended target."
- -Matthew J. Lecin
—Doug Howell
"Learn to light with both hands."
—Arian Shieldbreaker
"Practice, practice, practice.”
"Practice! Don't expect lighting to come naturally. You will never achieve a
high level of proficiency in the art unless you practice."
-John E. Gordon
—Lord Ian Roy Gordon
"Practice, lots and lots of practice. Slow work, pell work, drills. These will
make you a much better lighter in the end. If you don't do these things you
will rarely advance past a certain stage." —Lord Aleksandr Vasilevych Lev
"Practice good form with your technique. Make your lighting look pleasing
to the eye. Practice in front of a mirror if possible. (Carefully though—you
—Chen-tzu
don't want 7 years of bad lighting luck!)"
“The most important advice I can give to a novice fighter relating to lighting
technique is to master his stance, and the use of his hips. If a fighter cannot
stand properly, leaning in any direction, he cannot move where he needs to
fast enough, and makes himself an easier target. If he cannot utilize his hips,
he cannot deliver proper force, or maintain the proper stance. A novice lighter
should not touch neither armor nor sword until this is achieved."
—Sir Severin Visconti di Milano
"Fight honestly, fairly, and above all joyfully. Seek not to win, but to exalt in
the joy of combat. Victory will seek out the knight who fights with a pure
—Gottfried von Heinen
heart.”
"Fight the way you like to fight, it will keep you interested for the years it will
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take to reach you goals. Find your personal strengths and build upon them,
they will take you far beyond anything you can copy from another fighter.”
—Count Syr Valens of Flalrock
“You can't get belter without losing fights. Go out and lose as many fights as
you can to the best people that you can fight against. You'll learn enough to
—Master Kobayashi Yulaka
keep you practicing for years.”
“As a squire. 1 train all my men-at-arms with the basic premise that the basics
are key to mastering more advanced work. The basic sword shot is some
thing l practice still. The most important advice is to practice diligently, with
out cheating yourself. To ignore problems that seem minor, one could be cre—Andrew Byers
ating trouble for the future.”
“Listen to advice from as many people as you like (there will be plenty) but
don't take any of it as the ’one try way' to do something—at least not for a lot
—Sasha of Ynys Fawr
of years.”
“Learn to be very aggressive. Fight against as many opponents as you can. of
all levels of fighting ability. Don't focus as much on who you can beat, but
WHY. You will lost a lot when you start out—this is not bad. You are learning
something every lime you fight if you allow yourself to be open to learning
what the bout has taught you. Get lots of advice and constructive criticisms
of your fighting. Do not be afraid to experiment to see what works and what
doesn't. Filler all this advice, coaching and experimentation down and come
up with a unique style that works for you. And practice A LOT. There is no
:juick and dirty way to the top. Above all. be polite, be chivalrous. AND
HAVE FUN!”
—Tanikh bint Farida al Bakim
“Perhaps the most important advice I would give is that whatever technique(s)
you train in, be sure to leant at least its basics before leaving the practice field.
Don't try to fight, or win. before you know how to do so. It is also a courtesy
to yourself and your opponent.”
—Lord Jotun-Eirikr Bjarnason
“Go slow, be perfect. Speed will come with work and effort. Technique is the
hard part. Timing is more important than speed. Technique is more impor
tant than force. In any other martial art, five to ten years is considered a mini
mal amount of training time to understand the BASICS.”
—Bryan Maloney
Question #9: Who has the most beautiful fighting style that you’ve seen?
What makes it unique or elegant or fun to watch? Can you describe the
style?
“Duke Sir Conn MacNiell. It is very dynamic, fluid and graceful (as well as
inhumanly fast!).”
—Chen-tzu
“His Serene Highness, Sir Conn MacNiel. Mis moves are very elegant and
performed as without any effort. Part of his style is his camaraderie and chiv
alry.”
—Tony Nelson
—Herre Tokc Magnus
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"HG Sir Conn MacNicl. Calontir cum Northshicld for reasons of his grace,
speed, mastery, bearing, balance, composure, and courtesy.’*
—Master Marald Isenross
“Count Tomeki, or Calontir. A wonderful blend of power, speed, athletic abil
ity. and a constant effort to do the unexpected.”
—Count Syr Valcns of Flatrock
“I would have to say that the most beautiful fighting I have ever seen was
developed and practiced in Caer Antherth Mawr (Milwaukee. WI). This is
the style that I still try to emulate to this day. Graceful, fluid, and powerful.
The main practitioners are Sir Andrew Greencloak. Count Sir Valierus
Pacncalvus. Earl Sir Brion Thornbird. Viscount Alfred of Carlisle, and Sir
Corwyn Grey rider.”
—Cadwallen y Rhudd
"Beautiful fighting technique is where the movements of arm, leg and body
arc almost dance-like. I have seen this in the fighting of Duke Paul of Bcilatrix.
and more recently in combats between Graf Garick von Kopke and Earl
Edouard Beausoliel—who seem to bring out the best in each other.”
—Finnvarr de Taahe. Duke & Knight
"Any battle between Sir Armand de Sevigne and Sir Gregory of York. They
are both dukes in Caid. SCA. and have devoted a lifetime to combat. To watch
them is like watching battleships slowly revolving each other. The blows seem
to come in slow motion (an effect you don’t notice if you light either of them
yourself)* Each technique is deliberate and sure. Both knights light tall and
—Lord Eadwynne of Runedun
proud. When either falls, honor wins.”
“One of the most graceful styles I have seen belongs to Lord Svcyn Egilsson
of An Tir. Staying in an almost constant smooth and easy motion, his blows
and defense come naturally as part of the tempo. This style, and that of Duke
Stephen, which I saw at Pennsic XXIII's pas d'armes. has a fluidity and dance
like grace to it. which makes it a pleasure to watch and even to face.”
—Lord Jotun-Eirikr Bjarnason
"The most beautiful style I've seen would be the mace and shield fighting of
Lord Rhys ap Bledri, squire to Viscount Mordain Blackcloak. KSCA. Lord
Rhys has worked on fighting with a mace in the intended form, with looping
motions and much circular technique. He tried to maintain a flowing pattern
to his work and it makes a wondrous pattern to watch, or a dangerous one to
fight... This work to fight in a period style is both attractive and interesting.”
—Andrew Byers
"Shea Mac Conn has one of the most elegant fighting styles I have ever seen.
It is unpredictable, fast moving, un-orthodox (Shea fights almost exclusively
bastard sword), and effective. Shea is focused, like a coiled spring, and ex
tremely fast in his delivery. Unlike some other more static but effective styles,
I find Shea's technique to be a joy to watch, as he bounds in and out of range,
delivering downright impossible looking strikes. Shea is also a tremendously
good sport, and always takes time to greet his opponent, actually spending
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time to know him or her both before and after the battle. Shea defines honor—Peter Biddle
able combat. And of course, he dies a nice death.”
—AKA SCA Colm
'* I don't think 1 have seen beauty in SCA lighting. The closest I can recall was
a practice light in Ansteorra around AS XVII. when a (pre-knighthood) Thorkel
Magnarsson took on live other lighters in an open Held. His control of the
tactical situation was impressive, as he successfully managed his movement
and distance from the others to foil their attempts to mass on him while he
was able to lake them in ones and twos. It was impressive, and graceful, but
it was not in the same class as the time 1 watched an 80 year old Kendo fencer
work out. His flowing control of self and weapon, in both practice and light
ing. was beautiful. I haven't seen anyone in the SCA with hall his grace on
—Kwellend-Njal
the Held."

"1 train a group of about nine very different fighters, so I tend to see the
beauty in just about any technique. Still...On the occasion that Sir Christian
visited our shores l learnt just how elegant a glaive can be.”
—Sasha of Ynys Fawr
"While 1 don't light. I often attend lighter practices. In watching the lighters
the person who has the most beautiful lighting style overall is Baron Akitsuki
Syr Master Yoshimitsu of the Barony of Coeur d'Ennui. Even if he didn't light
well (which he does) his armour is fun to look at. being late period Japanese.
Since he does light his moves are very smooth and graceful....
"Another person fun to watch is Malik (sorry I can't spell his entire name
off the top of my head) formerly of the Canton of Axed Root and now in
Madison. Wl. He is elegant with a great sword.
"Both lighters watch opponents closely and in quick, strong, smooth movcments test the other's mettle....”
—Lynn Reed
—Lady Seraphima larolsava Suvorova
—Middle Kingdom
"...When I have seen those few knights whom I would rate as being the fin
est, whatever style they pick up and use seems to reflect that seemingly natu
ral flow of movement. It is this example of the weapon seemingly moving as
if it were part of the knight that makes the style beautiful and holds my atten
tion and awe.
—Lord Aleksandr Vasilevych Lev
"...1 have seen several very nice lighting styles over the years: Brian of
Atenveldt, Baldor of Trimaris, Roaric of Calontir. Hector of Ansteorra, Rowen of Ansteorra. but the most elegant style I have witnessed is that of Charles
Inman Mac Moor, six lime Crown of Ansteorra. His elegance and beauty, in
my opinion, comes from his Way of No-Style...This premier lighter will step
on the Held having seen his opponent's lighting or no...He adapts his de
fense to counter his opponent's movement and offense. With each pass he
counters quicker, increasing his own movement and offense until his oppo
nent makes a mistake, slackens their defense, or is overwhelmed by the in
creasingly sophisticated level of attack that faces them. His Grace has de-
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feaicd his opponents with but a single blow, thrown from the utmost stillness
(I have seen this accomplished against his Noble Peers and other of great
skill), and at the end of a slashing, mobile attack that seems to come from all
directions at once, each blow precisely delivered with no wasted energy or
time...This Noble Duke is a credit to our way of lighting and en exemplar to
all warriors."
—Lee Cockerham
—Sir Kief av Kiersted
"Duke Michael of Bedford. Me has a very minimalist style, and his blows are
crisp, clean and extremely forceful while his blocks are subtle and as minimal
as possible."
—Hugh T. Knight
—Count Sir Rhys of Harlech. Knight. CSM
—East Kingdom
Question U10: There are some in the SCA who believe that we are not
striking hard enough to penetrate mail defenses. If this is true, should
we raise our calibration?
"I don't believe that we should strike or accept blows harder than the hardest
we would want to be hit on an unarmoured part of our body. In my experi
ence no armour provides complete protection, and thus everyone will, sooner
or later, be struck on an unarnioured part of their body. If a blow on an
unarmoured zone is sufficiently disabling to cause the lighter to have to stop
lighting for the day, or however long, then where is the joy in that?
"I am lighting for the joy of lighting and the good regard of my lady.
Crippling my opponent doesn't reflect well on me. nor does my being crippled
by another reflect well on them. My lady has asked that l take sufficient care
of my body to be able to play with our future children, and I don't think
being hit harder than necessary to achieve an acknowledgment that 1 was
struck is compatible with her wish.
"In another vein, I don't believe we are recreating period foot combat as
lethal encounter, but rather the tournament of the time, where I do not be
lieve that actually penetrating the mail was the aim of the game, but rather tc
batter the opponent sufficiently to gel them to yield. In SCA combat I con
sider that when I have been struck, my opponent has demonstrated that they
could have done more harm, and that it is due to their restraint that they did
not strike me harder, and thus, it having been proved my defense is deficient,
I should acknowledge the blow.
"On a more factual level. I don't believe that it was necessary to penetrate
the mail to inflict incapacitating injuries, so I consider the ‘mail-penetration*
—Ulf fra Sjaelland
argument to be somewhat specious."
"...My guess is that in An Tir. the shots are plenty hard, not necessarily to
penetrate the armour, but then that is not the object. The object is to damage
the tissue under the armour. The maul, the flail, and the mace were all de
signed to harm the tissue under flexible armour, not to pierce it. A sword
merely directs a tremendous amount of energy into a small space, which
could most likely harm someone immensely without cleaving the mail. We
should hit hard enough to feel it in local armour standards, but not hard
enough to hurt the hit-ee. The ability to pierce armour is no more important
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than the ability to hit below the knee....**

—Peter Bicldle

"No. absolutely not. 1 leel that blow calibration is far too high at this point.
Not only is there the added danger of physical injury, but it causes most of
the unchivalric behavior I have seen on the Held. I would rather see lower
calibration of blows and a more graceful and chivalric style of fighting in the
list. I feel this would be more honest and provide a greater spectacle for the
gallery. This is the reason I have taken to going to the Pas. Much less of one’s
pride is on the line to win. and the blows tend to be lighter."
—Cadwallcn y Rhudd
"No matter what we do on the fighting field, chivalric or not, our primary
concern should be SAFETY. Any consideration of raising the level of power
in our fighting should be weighted strongly with the minimum armor re
quirements. and physical limits of the human body. If we could be sure that
every fighter on the field would be well aware ol his limits, and the physical
limits of his opponent, and safety conscious, then the level ol power in our
swings would be much less of a problem. This is not the case, however, fight
ing in the SCA is an emotional experience, and it tends to bring out more raw
emotional responses on the field, which leads to less thinking. II we teach
people to swing at just below the safe limit, then half the lime people will be
swinging above that limit in the ’heat of battle*. In short, our priorities should
be: I) Safety; 2) Enjoyment; 3) An accurate reproduction of the middle ages.”
•» *
—Steve Canfield
—AKA SCA Caillin MacLeod
"No. the risk of serious injury is not more important than the need for perfect
recreation. Since we are only playing part time, the calibration level should
stay where it is most likely to avoid normal injuries. For those who have less
to risk, it might be possible to allow agreed upon levels that are higher than
normal."
—Frans Lagersuffer di Cina
"We're not trying to hurl each other, let alone kill each other, but on the other
hand. I don't want to see us going to foam swords. Blows should be hard
enough to discern deliberate blows to specific targets, without demolishing
the climactically appropriate armour. Beyond that, whatever the local region
in general and the two combatants specifically think is acceptable (and if they
can't agree, default to the local region's prelernece)."
—Ann Marie S. Price
"The raising of calibration is not necessary at all. Foremost in SCA combat is
the enjoyment and safety of it. I find the Middle Kingdom standards to be
adequate to do the job. To increase the calibration would simply cause heavier
armour to be worn and injury to become more likely. From a marshall's stand
point, it is an unwarranted risk. The only true way to be sure one has pen
etrated would be to use live steel and real mail. I’m sure it's obvious why
that’s not feasible. An honorable warrior should be the first to speak up when
he feels a shot is light. The rule of ’When in doubt, accept the blow. If your
blow is in doubt, let your opponent decide*, should always prevail in honor
able combat.”
—Andrew Byers
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“No. we shouldn't. I feci that we have succeeded in forming our
own tournament standards, those of the beliourd tournaments which used
leather armour and whalebone and wooden weapons. Thus period levels of
power might be quite damaging to ourselves, and would probably be selflimiting if they were instituted.”
—Cormac the Traveller
“Depends on the weapon. It is impractical and unnecessary to hit
with a sword hard enough to cut mail. Spear and lance defeats most period
armour with much less force than any other weapon. Even period technique
(derived from period manuals of defence) for greatsword and pole arm relies
on the thrust for the kill—the cut-strike is applied to unbalance or knock
down the opponent rather than to injure through armour. Plate absorbs most
of what a single-handed sword can deliver by denting. Mail is difficult for a
sword to cut because its flexibility provides a very soft and gradual resistance
to the momentum of the sword.
"To say that a sword cannot penetrate mail should by no means suggest
that a sword cannot injure through mail. A bone under the mail may quite
easily break under a sword that did not actually cut through the mail. Even if
the bone were no broken, the bruise could be disabling. Who can call himself
an SCA fighter who has not taken an arm blow that is sufficiently stinging as
to effectively taken the arm out of the light if only for the better part of a
minute. I imagine that a real sword blow on mail would feel much like a
rattan sword blow on, unarmoured skin. If this is true, should we raise our
calibration?
“Hell no! flic effect of mail is to turn an edged weapon into a club, and
clubs are just what the SCA is lighting with now. The only 'period' situation
when single-handed swords are truly ‘effective’ at any force level is against
unarmoured targets. The SCA has developed a very practical and accessible
system of sword play built around a single-blow 'kill'. Review of period lit
erature on combat in the Crusades indicates that a mail armoured fighter
may still defend himself after receiving several serious blows and injuries.
Rather than increasing calibration level, what would make SCA combat much
more authentic would be to adopt a counted blow system. However such a
counted blow system would require adjustment for weapon type—how far
behind would be the cumbersome notion of armour class and hit points?”
—Master Harald Isenross
“Yes, I feel that the average blow at this point in time is weak. I have
lost many fights from blows that left no mark on helm. leg. or even
unarmoured flesh. The most enjoyable fights are those in which the blows
land hard enough that there is no question whether they were good or not. I
am not saying that all blows need to be at the top end of the force scale. 1
normally his at the top end. but I accept blows that are much lighter. 1 do not
expect all fighters to hit as hard as 1 do. I would like all lighters to take blows
of a force equal to or less than what they throw. As to killing through mail, 1
cannot truthfully say what 1 feel that level of force is. 1 have not taken a steel
sword and struck a mail encased piece of warm meat. 1 do believe the force
would be more than exhibited by the current average killing blow.”
—Viscount Brendan Shimmeringstar, K.SCA, OP
❖
❖
❖
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Questions
1: Ifyou have fought in or seen a pas d'annes, did it impress or
annoy you—and why?
2: Courtesy, sincerity, and pageantry are all showcased in a pas
d'annes. Are these virtues secondary to prowess in a medieval
knight? How about in our own knights?
3: Some have complained that the fighting in a pas d'annes is
often "scaled back," and as such, is not reflective ofmedieval
tournaments. Which parts of this lititidmend do you agree with?
4: When fighting a pas fight of counted blows, which form do
you prefer—number ofblows thrown or taken? *
5: Do you think the concept ofthe pas d'annes has any effect
on the attitudes of combatants in prize lists?
6: Should a 'winner' be chosen in a pas d’annes? Ifso, how
should this be done?
7: The concept oflargesse is sometimes linked to fighting. How
could a combatant demonstrate generostiy in a list field and
should this be done?
8: Do you think that victory is different in a pas and a prize
tournament?
9: IJ a combatant is struck repeatedly with blows that are
individually too light, should they accept defeat or not?
10. Fighting in a tournament, you are struck by a very small
opponent who cannot strike you any harder, yet you think the
blow was still too light. What would you do?
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Calendar
CSC Spring Pas d'Armes
Berkeley, CA
April 26, 1997
Viscountess Cerichven will steward this fine tournament done
to honor the memory of Horatius at the Bridge. We will hold a
pas d'armes over a bridge constructedjust for the day! Bring
your spear, greatsword, andyour courage, for there is a chance
you may fall into the river; it is then up to the fine Galleiy to
releaseyou back into the encounter.
Company of Saint lago. .
Sealt[e, WA .
; * -June 7, 1997
Ilkka Salokannel
604.432.7183
Rennes@xl.ca
Join Sir Geoffrey de Rennes, OL, at the establishing pas d'armes
in the Barony of Lion's Gate in the SCA kingdom of An-Tir.
This will be the first effort for the newest tournament com
pany, the Company ofSaint lago (St. James).
CSC Pennsic Pas d'Armes
August 14, 1997
Slippery Rock, PA
Ear! Brion Thornbird hosts this errant's pas d'armes at the
Great Pennsic War. The Pennsicfield will be open all weekfor
a wide variety ofperiod tournamentformats. Come to thefield
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Michael Truffa
AKA SCA Alfonso cTStrada
West Kingdom, Principality of Oertlia
Editor: Although written origi- herein are based on a study of
nally for the SCA, the basics of Giacomo DiGrassi His True Arte of
spear 'duelling' have probably not Defense, 1570, Italy. Thanks, as well
:hanged much since the Greeks as credit, are also due my Knight, Sir
practiced with their Phalanxes Georg, with whom l have spent many
before the birth of Christ. We hope a pleasant afternoon at the joust.
you enjoy this introduction to the
Art of the Spear and hope that it
There are, ofcourse, many ways to
encourages more talented inen-at- use a spear well. And other places,
arms to share their expertise with such as at war, where effective use of
the readers of Chronique.
the spear is very different than on a
list field. These notes do not address
This paper has been preparedfor the war use, and do not tty to discuss all
Praticums of Eskalya s Spring Col- of the many ways in which a spear
legitim, A.S. XXX. The main focus may be well used. Nor does this paof these notes is the use of the spear per lay claim to showing the one best
in single, matched-weapon SCA com- way to use a spear in single combat,
bat. These notes may also be useful as if there were one best way. It is
in small unit skirmishes, say four or hoped, however, that these notes will
five on a side, where the spearman prove useful to those new to the spear
does not have a large shield wall to and to those looking to broaden or
work with. Along with personal ex- deepen their current skills with the
perience, the principles described spear.
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he first fundamen
tal of spear combat
is point control.
With a spear, you
will never be better
than your point control. Stance,
understanding lines and timing,
endurance, and tactics are all im
portant but excellence in all will
not make up for bad point con
trol. Excellent point control can,
however, compensate for weak
ness in any of the others.
Point control has two parts: dej>th
perception and accuracy. Depth
perception is having a feel for:
How far your opponent is from
you, How far your opponent is
from your spear point, and How
far you are from your opponent's
spear point.
Depth perception is mostly innate
and partly trained. Practice with
a moving target, such as a ball or
bag hanging on a rope, is a good
way to build your depth percep
tion. Just as you do not need excep
tional strength, you do not need ex
ceptional depth perception in order
to be a skilled spear fighter. Average
depth perception will be enough.
Accuracy is based on how you
handle the spear. Handle being
the important word. The most
important thing you can do to
improve your accuracy is to keep
both hands on the spear. The first
level of skill is being able to hit
what you are looking at, the sec
ond level is being able to adjust
and follow a target that tries to
dodge your thrust.

In war fighting it is often useful
to extend your range by lunging
so far that you have to let go with
one hand, keeping only one hand
on the butt of the spear. But in
spear dueling this is rarely useful
for three reasons. First, an attack
from that far away is unlikely to
succeed - your opponent is not
distracted by other fighters and
will have lots of time to see it com
ing and parry or dodge. Second,
once you let go with your forward
hand you can’t adjust your aim
very well if your opponent does
try to dodge. And, finally, with
only one hand on the spear, you
will be poorly prepared to parry
a counter attack.'

i

Usually your forward hand acts
as your main aim while your rear
hand provides power. For most
attacks you should: hold the spear
loosely with your forward hand
and firmly with your rear hand,
point the forward hand directly
towards the area you want to hit
and use your rear hand for power.
Both hands can aid in making last
instant adjustments. This is some
times called a ‘pool-cue’-style
thrust.
The forward hand can also act as
a pivot point. You can sometimes
avoid your opponents parry by
holding your forward hand high,
as if you were going to attack
high, but moving your rear hand
even higher, so that the blow lands
lower on the body. This also
works on the sides as well.
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T

he second fundamental of
spear combat is stance. More
than most things, the specifics of
a good stance are different for dif
ferent people. Your stance must
account for your personal physi
cal build and fighting style, as
well as taking advantage of your
strengths and covering for your
weaknesses.
A good stance provides three
things to everyone: good balance,
good attacks and good defense.

ers, the low ward described and
illustrated below is the best
choice.
All else being equal, your stance
should minimize your target area.
The most common way to man
age this is to turn your side to
wards your opponent. Different
people can manage this to differ
ent degrees. In particular, large
framed or muscular fighters have
more trouble turning sideways
than lightly framed fighters.

The most important benefit If you can not turn side-on, you
gained from a good stance is good should bear in mind that your
balance. You should be able to hind shoulder (lung and joint), as
lean back to avoid a blow, forward well as parts of your belly, will
to gain some range or to the side become a target that your oppo
to both dodge and attack. You nent can attack directly. Practice
should likewise be able to step with parries or footwork can com
back or lunge forward or step off pensate for this disadvantage.
to one side. Your movements
should not pul you off balance - if If you can turn fully sideways,
you step left you should be able you will restrict your directly
to immediately step back to the open target areas to: your face,
right, or further left. In spear du your leading arm and leg, and a
eling it is only rarely useful to small (but, to your opponent,
lunge so far forward that you sweet) pocket around your for
can’t instantly step back if your ward hip joint.
attack does not land.
The most commonly advanta
In order to take advantage of all geous stance is called the low
your fancy footwork, you must ward. In it, you should face your
also have your arms and spear opponent side-on, using the same
positioned to easily deliver a side for both leading foot and
thrust or instead parry an attack. leading hand. Your forward foot
The many ways to hold a spear should point more or less towards
may be broadly divided into high, your opponent, your rear foot di
middle and low. I will leave a dis agonally off to the side. Your spear
cussion of the relative advantages is held somewhat low, with the
of each aside for it would be too point slightly upwards and di
long for this paper. For most cases, rected to your opponents face or
and especially for new spear fight- chest.
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This drawing shows a man with
pike standing in low ward. It is
drawn after a woodcut in
Falconwood Press’ reproduction
of the 1594 English edition of
Giacomo DiGrassi’s True Arte of
Defense.

T

he third fundamental of
spear combat is understand
ing the line. The ’line’refers to the
imaginary straight line you can
draw between your body and
your opponent’s body. As the
shortest distance between two
points, it is the fastest line of at
tack. Except for specific reasons,
your spear point should stay as
close as possible to the Line.
Keeping to the line allows you to
quickly attack and counter attack.
It also keeps your weapon close
to, and ready to guard, the most

hazardous line of attack your op
ponent can use against you.
The most common mistake in this
regard is to throw your point wide
to one side when parrying a
thrust. A good general purpose
parry should be made by moving
the entire spear to deflect the
thrust - keeping the angle of the
spear largely unchanged - or, if
anything, moving the butt, not the
point, out of line. There is a lot of
variation on this, however, and,
as with other things in combat, it
is a matter of understanding times
and places.
All this does not mean you should
fight as if you and your opponent
were standing on a plank. You
can, and often should, both circle
and side-step. The line, as the
shortest distance, will simply
move with you.

2.7
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T

he fourth fundamental of
spear combat is timing. Tim
ing is knowing when you can
safely deliver a thrust. Generally,
the best time to attack is when
your opponent’s spear point is
well outside the Line.

balance or his hold on the spear.
I have given timing less space that
it warrants. But this is a short pa
per and timing is a large matter
which is best gathered and under
stood by practice.

There are many other factors,
such as endurance and tactics.
There is much more that could be
said on stance and timing. And,
as with other things, there are
times when every suggestion
given here should be ignored. But
If your opponent tends to over this short paper is not the proper
commit during an attack - it is of place for further details and so I
ten useful to allow him to thrust will end it with this quote from
first and then quickly counter at DiGrassi :
tacking while he tries to regain his

If your opponent swings his spear
point wide with each parry - An
initial thrust from you, done with
the intent to strike, but expecting
to be parried, can often lead to a
safe opening for a second attack.

“Andfor as much as all this ought to be veri
fied in deeds, and not in words, it shall be every
mans part, that would practice this Art, to first
diligently learn the principles, and aftenvards, by
exercise ofthe weapons, to attain the most subtle
and delicate knowledge and consideration oftimes,
without which it is not possible to profit therein

' Finis '
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Of Fighting U Embellishment
Stephan H. Beck
AKA SCA Duke Stephen of Beckenham
IVest Kingdom

TO

ithin the context of modern medieval combat, many
forms and styles of lighting can be found. There is
no one way that is right -- but. within any form, there
are those attributes that make a style graceful and
more complete. And, it is those who aspire towards this goal of precision,
elegance and fluidity, that help to create and add embellishments to this com
bat. who make others wish to learn and add to our martial art.
In eighteen years of fighting within the SCA. I have been trained in and have
trained over a dozen different styles of combat. Each has its own distinctness,
its own advantages, and disadvantages. I realized that all of this knowledge
needed sorting in a less random way...leading me to work them into distinct
categories, or named styles. Granted this did not happen overnight, but was
more of a process over a period of years. Neither did I “discover” any of
these, per se. but more likely “reinvented the wheel.” by adding my own
definitions, embellishments, and insight into those forms and styles already
in existence.
I have come to fight within a variety of styles, no one taking precedence, but
each to better learn and understand its benefits, drawbacks and how it work*
against other styles. This process gives me a better knowledge of a style st
that I may pass it along to those who wish to learn within its framework.
Prom that knowledge. I am belter able to train others in their own develop
ment within this martial art. allowing them, and myself, to further advance
beyond a “one-style." basic form.
This article discusses embellishments, and what affect they can have. Yes. the
uses of these words - form, style, embellishment - can be mixed and used in a
variety of meanings. Here I will attempt to use them in the following defini
tions: Form [equipment]— the type of weapons form. i.e. sword and shield,
pike. Florentine, etc.: Style [content]— the type of fighting you do within a
form. i.e. high style, boxer, open style, etc. [names tend to be Kingdom spe
cific]; Embellishment [enhancement]— that which you bring to a style and
form that adds to it. enhances it. and [preferably] makes it better. That which
makes the form and style personal.
Why add embellishment? To many, it would seem to be something that just
comes with fighting. I would say that is not so. Is embellishment necessary to
becoming an accomplished lighter? This depends on whom you ask. I would
say that, without any embellishment, your lighting will lack depth, will not
present itself to others as formidable, and not lend itself to increased enjoy-
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ment - for you or your opponents - or those observing. This, to me. is very
important, most especially within tournament societies.
We best recall those times, people and places from a particular characteristic
that was memorable. Without this, those people and places you see in pass
ing do just that - they pass from memory. If an enhancement or embellish
ment stands out. you remember better.
So it is with our medieval combat.
bserve a combatant. Those who lend to be more fluid show an
aptitude for precision and combinations, and "look" to enjoy the
light - do you not believe them to be a more advanced lighter?
Would you not be more wary at the start of a bout with this individual? Fighters
who add flourish, precision, and infuse themselves into their style give a
memorable bout.
Those fighters with little embellishment do not catch the eye, do not lend
themselves to making combat more enjoyable, nor give you something to
remember. The tighter who is more static, lacks the above described depth,
and looks uncomfortable upon the field, generates the thought of beginner or
novice, and seemingly does not present themselves as a difficult match. They
are not memorable.
That is the essence of embellishment. That added llourish. that grace of mo
tion. that precision, all increase the involvement and enjoyment of opponent
and gallery alike. It shows not only the lighter's ability, but their desire to
make their bouts pleasurable in many ways and to many people.
TPhat exactly is embellishment as it pertains to combat? It is best broken
down into three levels:
1-r An embellishment or addition that can be used cross-style. For
instance: defensive leg forward, offensive arm high, combinations,
and fluidity. This would be the most general, and where many can
add a more visual essence to their lighting.
2J> An embellishment or flourish that is more style specific - like
shield hooks, thrusts, or weapon specific moves.
3^ A technique or nuance that is very specific to a form or style.
Usually trained within definitive boundaries - like a unique way to
throw a blow, or particular shield or weapon block that does not
"work’* in other forms or styles.
raining and learning embellishment is not as easy as one might
B think. Ask any beginning fighter to keep the sword at ready for
offense.keep the shield ready for defense, watch the stance, swing
through the target, don't hold the breath, keep the eyes open, and, oh yeah,
move. If he doesn't just stare at you. he's probably deaf. Working beyond
the foundations and fundamentals of combat are hard enough, and many do
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not take to them easily. Now ask your trainees to embellish these basics. First,
they have to have some understanding of what you wish, then they need to
know how to incorporate them into their already shaky framework.
Because of this. I have found it less difficult for intermediate fighters [and
above] to introduce embellishment as a concept and physical act. Does this
mean the novice cannot? No. There are those who break these types of
rules...you probably know who they are. too. The concept, however, is bet
ter trained once the foundations are well set. I'll discuss the use of embellish
ment as well as some exercises that help to develop them within a style - in
particular the body, weapon, and shield.
/ZTiVi jS ovement is key. Without proper balance and motion, no embel
Jplishment can be well developed. / cannot stress enough the need for
good movement. Sideways steps, ducks, leans, skips, parries,
reposts, presses, hooks, all of these and more, make up movement. With this
movement comes the need for balance. You will do little to add motion to
your ability if you cannot keep your balance while doing so. Also, as your
body moves, the weapon and/or shield will require more attention, or again,
motion and balance.

!

i'
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From motion comes fluidity. Observing a lighter who is fluid in his motion,
attack, and defense is one of the most pleasing sights in combat I can imag
ine. Forget the jarring single shot after shot, the stomp, stomp, stomp of the
foot, and the shield glued to the shoulder. MOVE! Act and react to the oppo
nent. .ct the sword [weapon] go from one target to the next in a gracefu’
arced, motion. Have the shield concisely work around the area of defens
using all edges for protection, then dart out to press or hook the opponent':
In the midst of a bout, your sword swings slightly as the shield dips, the opponent
attacks, only to have their sword Jlicked aside by yours, as it passes their defenses
and strikes in the same motion. In a final fluid movement, you return to an en
guard position. This is a simple, yet stunning embellishment.

1
Through these additions of embellishment, you add to your ability to create
openings for attack, you increase your selection of offensive shots, and you
become more difficult to be attacked. Through all of this, you create more of
an elegance, and display of your prowess. You give those observing your
bouts something to watch, something to remember. You give your opponent
this as well. and. hopefully, the desire to aspire to that level of combat.
Working to gain body movement can be fairly easy...you do need to remem
ber the combination of weapon and shield placement, though. Work with
either a partner or pell. Throwing a shot is not immediately necessary in this
exercise, but having the weapon [and shield if applicable] in hand is. Start by
establishing your stance, then moving to the left and right of your opponent.
Lunges, multiple steps, skips, half steps, all are good motions. Practice going
past the target and reestablishing a stance, as well as returning to that spot
from where you began. Do not limit yourself to any particular step, e.g.. heel
to toe, or inside of foot to inside of foot. Get beyond the linear, straight line
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offense- defense, too. Mix it up. Move in arcs, move in varied lines - try a
pavan step...you'd be surprised.
On becoming familiar with your motion, next work the balance. You have no
doubt had to develop this to some degree to get the proper motion and rees
tablishment of an en guard stance. However, what happens if you are at
tacked during a particular lunge? Have your partner do a press in the middle
of this move. You need to develop a balance motion that allows you to accept
that offensive maneuver so that you don't end up on the ground, but instead,
properly and quickly respond and react.
Next, work at tossing shots during different parts of the motion. You will hnd
where the “sweet” spots are for best speed and power. When you work on
these movements with a partner, watch what your motion evokes from them.
You will find their shield opens just that much more, their side or leg be
comes that much more vulnerable, that wrap you had trouble getting "in
now has more target area.
The next embellishment practice and development is the weapon. I'll prima
rily discuss the use of the sword, but this can be applied to a variety of forms.
The ability to move the weapon from one target location to the next is. seem
ingly, not so complex. However, to do so in a graceful manner, with varied
combinations, and with power, can be a bit more challenging. A shot that
sputters as it is re-aimed, or stops in mid motion to be redirected is rarely
.divered properly or with enough force to be considered a killing blow. This
jsually happens as a result of poor movement and balance, as well as a lack
f understanding of how to get from target *A' to target *B'.
jy good pell practice, shown to me by Duke Jade of Star fall [West
£932(9 Kingdom], goes right to the meat of this subject. With practice,
BU
this repetitive drill can greatly add to your choice of blows and
jmluse a /lourish to your attack. The basic idea is to be able to quickly iden
tify an opening in your opponent and be able to attack with grace, speed and
power. Also, it allows you the options of including pauses, twirls, or other
timing and misdirection nuances.
First, mentally divide the pell into 6 zones. The lower right [“right leg”]
being I. the middle right [“right body”] being 2. the upper right [’’right head”]
being 3. the upper left ["left head”] being 4. the middle left |“left body”]
being 5. and the lower left ["left leg”] being 6.
While standing en guard before the pell, commence delivering a blow to 1.
Repeat to 1 again. Next, strike I, then go to 2 and strike there once. Next,
again strike the original target. 1. then go to 3 and strike there once. Deliver
each of these shots and then retrieve the sword and arm for the next delivery.
Develop the motion into one that Hows, with the body motion [from the feet,
through the hips and shoulders, to the arm and hand] since fluid.
Once you have completed the drill on one side, continue on to the next, with
the primary shot still being delivered to 1. The second shot moving to the
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upper left of the pell — 4. Next. 1. and 5. Lastly I. and 6. That Is the comple
tion of part one of the exercise. From here, the drill starts again, but with 2
being the primary location, with the secondary shot moving around the pell
to all locations f 1-6]. Next. 3 is the primary, and the secondary moves through
1-6 as normal. This practice continues around the pell until all locations have
been “primaries.'* (If you wish, you can start at 6 and move in the other
direction....]
When the basic idea is understood, you can work on the way shots are deliv
ered. Do not limit yourself to straight snaps or backhands, but include wraps,
“punches", quick pull and returns, long arcs. etc. Use the idea behind this
drill to polish your transition from one shot to the next, to make it fluid and
elegant. Ultimately, you can include lunges, steps, and other body movement
into this drill.

;
:
!
:
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:

This may seem to be a bit arduous, but it will train you to work your body
and weapon motion so that you can deliver a killing blow from any other
location where a previous shot was thrown. It will also help your eye-hand
coordination, aiding in your ability to get that sword to a target that has just
opened, in an expedient or subtle manner.
If using a polearm. you may wish to include the butt spike (if any] in the
process. This drill will also help you to maintain proper degrees of arc al
lowed with pole weapons. If using the point, you will benefit from this pra'
tice as well. Your precision of attack, recovery, parry [and arm muscles!] w
all show definite improvement.
Finally, the defense you pose to your opponent can be as important as th
offense. A defense can also include subtle nuances that add to your display
of prowess and grace upon the field. Holding a shield, second sword, or a
polearm in front of you can be considered “defensive", yes. However, truly
using them in a complete and effective manner takes practice and a combina
tion of fluid motion and balance.
My discussion will be primarily directed on shield defense, specifically the
curved heater. The shield can be held in an infinite variety of positions: high,
low. close-flat, out-flat, etc., but it is of more importance in its overall use
than its position.
A static shield will allow you a minimal defense, and pose little difficulty for
your opponent to circumvent. Movement, as with the body and the weapon,
is crucial, as it poses a more dynamic defense while also allowing the shield
to perform in some manner of offense. Many fighters will make great use of
about 1/3 of the blocking surface of their shield, when the facing and all
edges should be utilized. A concise block that uses an edge closest to the
incoming blow gives you the advantage of keeping your shield in good de
fensive position allowing it to stand ready for another block or an attack.
It is essential to become familiar with your shield and its weight and balance,
especially in your body and weapon movement. Knowing that it is “heavy"
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is not enough. In the previous drills, if you at first did them without a shield,
now is the time to have it included. You will find that many things change
with this addition. In a lunge, you will note the shield moves to help your
balance...be careful that it does not dip forward, or hang back, or you will be
widely open. When throwing a high wrap, the shield tends to sink lower and
move closer to the body - again opening you up for attack. Pay attention to
these movement openings as they happen and become aware of what subtle
changes you will need to make to keep your defense crisp and precise.
A good exercise for concise placement involves "touching your nose." When
making a body movement or weapon attack, note when the shield has a ten
dency to dip on the forward defensive edge or corner. At these instances,
concentrate on making your shield hand move so that you seem to be touch
ing your face, or nose. This "counter” movement helps maintain a fluid and
tight defense.
Vw

ext, practice blocking with the lower front edge of your
shield...or. literally, blocking with your elbow. If an at
M tack comes to your weapon [sword j side, do not drop
the lop leading edge of the shield to block - this can be
deadly, especially with a "lefty" who has a wicked rising
snap. Instead, use the elbow - simply rotate the shield by pulling the hand
towards your face, and "sticking" the elbow into the oncoming shot. A very
slight movement can protect a great deal, and. the shield is already set to
protect you for a secondary shot if one is attempted.
These two subtle forms of movement add a precision to your fighting that,
again, add nuances to your combat ability. Work these into your basic stances,
as well as other stances that you are practicing.
Lastly, using the sword drill previously described, work a shield drill along
the same lines. Stand before the pell, with the same defined zones. "Block"
for the zones in the same manner as you delivered your blow. I, 1. 1,2. 1,3;
and so on. Use all of the parts of the shield, noting the concise motions needed,
versus those that are laborious and tiring. This practice will help in your
seeing and reacting to multiple blows, increase your shield arm strength and
stamina, and make your motions fluid and more precise.
Once you have the defense motions down, incorporate a shield punch [not a
hard one. but one that allows you to deftly move their shield or weapon out
of position], a shield hook or a shield press. Again, do not constrain yourself
to just the top leading edge - the back and lower edges can be quite effective
too. Know also that you do not have to "win” the press, or hook, simply
getting your opponent to react to it can create the opening that you were
looking to achieve.
Working to incorporate a variety of graceful, accurate, flowing motions of
body, attack and defense greatly enhance a fighter’s art. Also, these forms of
Continued on tage 81
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Tournament
Fighting
ag a martial art
Brian R. Price
AKA SCA
Brion Thornbird ap Rhys
Earl & Knight
West Kingdom

U>

hat is a Martial
Art?
Should
‘tournament
play’ count as a martial art? If so,
does this validate or destroy the
view of our tournaments in a ro
mantic sense? Should training and
technique be taught based on ef
fectiveness, or should the allowed
techniques be selected for certain
qualities?
"Ohese are thorny questions all.
They have been debated within
the SCA under the guises of many
different questions, yet underly
ing them all is a basic, divisive
question that seems to divide the
serious combatants within the
SCA along functional versus his
torical or aesthetic lines. But I
hold that this tension is wholly
one of perception; that the divi
sive questions of authenticity or
elegance versus technique are all
answered by examining the tour
nament combat in the harsh but
well defined light of a known
martial art.

<ryp'tx o call something a martial
art these days immediately
summons images of Claude Van
Damme, spinning kicks met with
foreheads that crack bricks on the
silver screen. A slightly more so
phisticated understanding brings
images of small dojos, each bear
ing the colorful characters elud
ing to Eastern mysticism and dis
cipline that bring in novices who
train, the majority of which are
aimed at tournaments, especially
amongst the popular forms of
Karate, Tai Kvvon Do, Judo and
Jujitsu. For the more refined,
Akido and Tai Chi seem to em
phasize the perfection of the form
at the expense of actual combat
skills, though the more perceptive
will immediately recognize that
perfect form is an essential com
bat skill of great value.
€(ach of these martial arts origi
nated, with the very term martia
art, in the Far East, a part of the
Eastern cultural toolbox, a multi
use tool useful for training war
riors, teaching discipline and
grace, and most importantly, for
the transmission of a philosophy.
Not a philosophy of war, gener
ally; but one of duty, of peace, of
deterrence. Each of these arts uses
technique, when practiced fully, to
attain spiritual qualities not avail
able without constant diligence
and extensive learning. Combat is
not the lesson; it is a technique
through which the individual is
tested, a sport where character is
formed and the individual is
brought closer, step by step, to the
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philosophic tenets underlying
each art. Even the ‘martial art’ of
flower arranging has this quality;
it is the decisive quality that sets
a martial art apart from a sport.

cuts were less often used (except
by cavalry, hence the saber) and
quick point work became the
dominant offense with the sword,

JBF1I of these examples are from
the East. If they are so valuable,
why aren’t there any in the West?
The easy answer is that they are
in the West, in the forms listed
above, for one. Martial arts are
extremely popular in the United
States; most small towns have at
least one small dojo; large cities
have many to choose from. Na
tional tournaments are well at
tended. And, while the United
States does poorly in Olympic
competitions, these arts have not
really been here long enough for
a great body of expertise to de
velop; those who have truly mas
tered the Arts are few and far be
tween, though many claim such
titles even though they are far
short of the true masters, men
who dwell on the other side of the
Pacific.
TX'hat about American fighting
arts? Fencing? Boxing? Are they
martial arts?
Oo. Let’s take fencing. Fencing
developed out of the 17"' century
European Salles from the use of
Rapier and Main Gauche, gradu
ally focusing on the use of the
sword to the point only, some
thing that could be done as gun
powder reduced the effectiveness
of the mail and plate armours
popular even into the I6,h century.
As armour was worn less often,

J&s fencing developed through
the dueling roots that made it so
popular, gentlemen kept up its
study in their quest to maintain
the noble arts. During the 18th and
19"' centuries, fencing was prac
ticed in Salons all over Europe,
brought to America with the pe
tite noblesse who emigrated. It
was not popular in the United
States until rediscovered in the
19"' century by the Victorians,
who practiced it as part of their
quest for refinement. Tourna
ments began in the 20"' century,
but they quickly evolved and
changed the sport of fencing as a
rigid set of rules drove ‘develop
ments’ in equipment and tech
nique towards a narrow set of
skills that defined victory in the
formal, tournament sense.
oxing had more freedom; a
truly American sport de
rived from the street encounters
and dark betting dens where poor
men knocked the daylights out of
each other for the entertainment
of a hooting and barely civil
crowd. Great skills were devel
oped in this near-Coliseum envi
ronment; yet as with Fencing, no
underlying philosophy guided the
development of boxing, except
the commercial exploitation of the
combatants. Nowadays they are
rewarded for their effort and pain;
but still no philosophy ties the
sport together.
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ence neither of the ‘Ameri defenses and strike blows with a
can’ sports are in fact mar level of force currently deemed
tial arts. There are, on the periph ‘fatal’. It is a tournament form,
ery, certain ‘Eastern’ martial arts one where a very specific set of
whose variants have been built rules governs the fighting; this is
here in the US, but interestingly, not street-brawling, it is not fight
these are mostly sport as well, ing for the defense of the village
tournament forms designed in a or country; this is fighting within
dual capacity for performance in the context of a very large salle
competition and self-defense. d'armes or lists, where friends
Most are ‘mutts’; bodies of tech meet in earnest to test themselves
nique borrowed from the other one against the other. They are
martial arts for their quality and tested not only physically but
effectiveness. These arts are gen mentally as well, progressing over
erally very effective and efficient, the course of years towards dis
yet in the final balance they seem tant treasures of personal achieve
to leap towards the abyss when ment and character development,
the final steps are taken towards just as tournament combatants do
mastery; where is the accompany in Karate or Tai Kwon Do. And
ing, proven philosophy that is though younger than these arts,
worth the endurance of so much (but older than some of the
pain?
‘American’ ones), there is at tlv
end of the tunnel the fine proir
long comes the SCA. A ise of Mastery, of a philosoph
game to many; a martial that acts as a moral guide, an ethi
/rt to some; a re-enactment to oth cal advisor providing comfort and
ers; so more some kind of mix of direction for those knights brave
the three. The SCA itself is far too enough to follow it. An ease of
complicated to try to examine mind that is the reward for the
here; we must stay within the con difficult passage that precedes it,
fines of the martial art of ‘heavy’ a passage different for every com
weapons exclusively; though I batant because it is a passage trod
truly object t the term, since it in each combatant’s soul. Some do
implies equality of purpose with not progress very far, blind to the
'other’ weapons forms, and philo treasure on which they trod, but
sophically I am opposed to this a few combatants look down and
idea, though practically speaking follow their heart up towards the
there is little to be won in fighting peace that virtuous striving
brings. Sir Sten would, I think, call
against such things.
this joy.
!£n SCA fighting, weapons of rat
tan are used in a full-contact art Xf this is true, what role does
where speed, power and precision martial training play? If it is a new
must be combined to find the martial art, should techniques that
weaknesses in your opponent’s are effective and yet inelegant be
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selected for inclusion amongst the
'accepted* styles? Should ‘style’ be
regulated at all?
iiEn striving in the spirit of the me
dieval knight errant to perfect
ourselves in prowess and the
other gentle virtues of knight
hood, training plays a valuable
role. For it is through the ardor of
training that we refine the skills
that bring prowess to the attention
of our consorts, our peers, and
those gentle members of the gal
lery who watch us upon the field.
Through our feats of arms do
these gentles live the same dream
as we combatants do; and while
the fastest and most precise blows
might be so quickly done as to
seem instantaneous to them, the
extraordinary effect of such things
is both authentic and powerful in
the elevation of your example
upon the stage of the tournament
field.

the coin of the tourneyer; though
it is also true that those who utter
such things regularly often fail to
grasp this simple truth, one that
governs everything done around
the lists.
TJPhat’s more, such techniques
are generally effective against in
termediate or novice combatants,
but they rarely work against those
better advanced combatants—
and I would venture to say that
they don’t work more than once
on those very, very few who have
'mastered’ our combat. What
works for them is generally el
egant; quick, precise, powerful.
J&o should we regulate 'style’? To
this I answer both 'yes’ and 'no’.
No, we should not ban cruddy
technique from the list field in a
formal sense. Such legislation
never fails to collapse upon itself,
creating more holes for the exploi
tation of dedicated rules-lawyers.
In general, the more roles, the
more effective the rules-lawyers at
achieving effects not intended in
the spirit of the rules in question.
Rather, such things should be bet
ter regulated in our peerage
circles and in our talk of combat
ants. Largely, they take care of
themselves because of the mecha
nisms I eluded to above.

XX?hen technique is used that is
clumsy, ‘oafish’, brutal but effec
tive, the gallery and your oppo
nents are generally, but not al
ways, negatively affected. “It’s
ugly but it works!” is a phrase that
passes easily for novices, but
smacks of laziness for intermedi
ate combatants and sounds awful
coming from those who have pro
gressed to ‘advanced’ status.
Little respect is gained through X3ut I also said ‘yes’. I mean ‘yes’
such actions—there is simply in the sense of the intermediate,
something that ‘doesn’t fit’ with advanced and ‘Master’ combat
the expected knightly image to be ants who train others. We should
celebrated on the tournament teach only technique we know
field. And that quality of ‘not fit works, techniques that is rooted
ting’ destroys the renown that is in the solid corpus of expertise
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that has been developed in the
thirty five years of the Society. I
strive to teach my students com
mon elements of focus, balance,
awareness, sword cuts and shield
work that is common to the finest
combatants I have observed in the
Known World, combatants who
are in a very real sense athletes
capable of holding their own on
an International scale. If SCA
fighting were an Olympic sport, I
would be teaching only those
things common to those who won
the Gold Medals; and this does
not mean County or Ducal coro
nets; this is a matter not of who
stands the longest at the end of a
particular tournament but who is
at once beautiful to watch, effi
cient, graceful, powerful, precise,
centered.

that make up the combatant is a
knight on the path towards a dis
tant ideal, a symbol of all that is
good in Western man? I think not.
He has robbed only himself, and
done it publicly; the price will be
paid in the minds of all who ob
serve the encounter, and in those
to whom words come of his
‘feats’. It is thus that the Western
martial art progresses and devel
ops; and I am happy to by a
humble practitioner of it.
—Brian R. Price
-AKA SCA Brion Thornbird ap Rhys.
Earl & Knight, OL
Chancellor. Company of Saint George
December 31, 1996

nd so, in keeping with my
regular classical ‘liberalise
Ar view of the world, my opinion
is that yes; indeed, we have a mar
tial art here that is unique in all
the world, or indeed in the history
of the world. One that holds trea
sures developed over five centu
ries of knightly literature and ex
perience, a veritable gold mine of
virtue that lies open in the middle
of the lists, free for the taking for
any who want to partake. There
will always be those who care not
for the kind of treasure offered by
virtue and renown; but though
these individuals win tourna
ments and appear to rob more vir
tuous combatants of their victory,
have they indeed succeeded in
stealing what is really impor
tant—the virtues and qualities
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On
Blow

sages at arms is linked to these
comparisons with historically ac
curate blows.

Ackncwibdgement

j£n reading the chronicles of the
12th and early 13,h century, when
knights were wearing un-reinBoh Charron
forced coats of mail with some
AKA SCA
form of helmet (open face with
Duke Sir Conn Mac Neill nasal or barrel helmets), the num
ber of knights of Christendom
Middle Kingdom
which were slain in any one battle
with other knights of Christen
Greetings andfair regard unto all my dom was very low. This was in
noble cousins from Conn MacNiell! part due to the effectiveness of
this harness against the weapons
of the time and in part due to the
ood gentles, 1 attitudes of the nobles who en
want to thank gaged in warfare in this period.
you for giving
to me of your indeed, there are numerous ac
time to con counts of knights riding com
sider with me the fashion in which pletely through enemy units
.ve describe to our combatants, while receiving dozens of blows
30th new and veteran, the way in which did no more than bruise
which we are imagined to be ar them. In the accounts of the
mored, and how that effects the deaths due to the actions of other
delivery and acknowledgment of noble combatants, it is clear that
blows in the passages at arms that in most cases they either were the
we are privileged enough to share recipients of unfortunate lance
with other nobles.
thrusts through their eye slots or
they fell among the footsoldiers
XX?e are wont to describe our har who wrestled their helmets off
ness as a mail hauberk with iron and then stuck a dagger through
helmet and boiled leather arm and the neck-hole of their hauberks.
leg defenses. We are wont to de
scribe a good blow as having been T5here are, of course, exceptions
capable of disabling a limb or the to the otherwise low death rate
owner of that limb through this among nobility in battles. These
harness.
exceptions exist because of excep
tional conditions such as suffoca
1£ would put forward that some tion, crushing masses or stam
of the problems with blow force pedes, or icy lakes breaking
and acknowledgment we experi through beneath the horses.
ence in our travels and noble pas- Nobles were not, however, mur-
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dered in great numbers by the
weapons of their foes. Part of this
was that it was not economically
sound because of the ransom sys
tem, the other was that the nobil
ity could afford harness that prq&
tected them from all but heaviest
blows they would be greeted with
by their opponents in the field.

T>

herefore the historical evi
dence supports hauberk
and helmet as adequate protec
tion against all but those blows
which were thrown with a great
excess of force, even in the midst
of combat in earnest.
{fturder was a mortal sin, even if
it took place within the auspices
of warfare. The nobles took these
moral problems to heart, and it
effected their behavior on the
field. In many cases a noble kill
ing another noble felt that some
severe penance was necessary for
having committed this mortal sin.
In the most brutal cases the mur
derers were disciplined by their
overlord for committing a crime.

P

'therefore if we make a compari
son between moral and courteous
behavior, their (moral) courtoisie
discouraged or prevented them
from maiming or killing their
noble opponents.

nd now I come to my
KgSgra point, and I hope you
Pr^l /SXfr will forgive me if I
w make it passionately. It is my
roelief, based on historical evi
dence, that any blow that would
have disabled or killed a knight
wearing a hauberk and an iron
helmet should be considered ex
cessive in our combat.

i

i

Xf you are hitting people that
hard, you need to stop and re
learn how to throw blows. The
marshal should pull your card
now, and keep it until you do. The
premises we meet each other on
the field under cannot be based
on such blows being the standard.
It is unrealistic from the view
points of both safety and courtesy.
Mistakes, followed by apologies
are going to happen from time t
time in armored combat, but cor
sistent severe bruising and physi
cal abuse of opponents is inexcus
able.
X believe that if you are struck
cleanly, crisply, squarely, and the
blow was unimpeded, you are
bested, period. No amount of ra
tionalization can make that blow
less than sufficient. Your opponent
will think you are vanquished.
The gallery will think you are van
quished. Your remaining on the
field after receiving such a blow
will only cause harm to your repu
tation. Take the blow and save the
most important thing you have in
the Society - your name and repu
tation.
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'£ therefore offer my noble cous
ins the following counsel: If your
sword blow would have incapaci
tated or killed someone wearing
a hauberk and an iron helm, you
are hitting your opponents too
hard. You are going to cause real
harm to someone. You need to
apologize to your noble opponent
immediately. Please stop and
lighten up.
Xf your blow acknowledgment is
based on this standard you are
asking your opponent to hit you
with far too much force. Not only
will you be struck with excessive
force, but everyone in your melee
conroi or in your line during a
battle will be in danger of being
struck with excessive force be
cause of your error. Please stop
and lighten up.
i£f you are teaching new combat
ants this premise for striking and
being struck, it is time to stop. We
should be teaching them differ
ently so that they do not do the
historical research, and find out
just how hard that means they
have to strike or be struck.

device we used for a while
in a former barony of mine
fvas that every time you wished
to call a blow “light,” you had to
follow your call with the state
ment, “Please hit me harder.”
Looking your opponent straight
in the eye and saying these words
often makes one reconsider their
initial call. One realizes what one
is really asking one’s opponent to
do. If the opponent is willing, you
are going to receive considerably
more force in their next technique.
If they are unwilling to strike you
with the force you have now re
quested because they are courte
ous and care about your safety,
they will yield the field in front of
God and everyone - and they will
be correct in doing so.
Sftany times this phrase was
stopped in mid-sentence as the
person receiving the blow realized
their error. It is also a effective
way to teach new people as well
as* to aid veterans who need a re
adjustment. I would suggest its
adoption across the Society as a
standard at practices and tourna
ments.

'£ believe in being “embarrassed
to death.” If my opponent hits me
rmor in the Society has
with a clean blow and I did noth
gotten better and heavier
ing to block it, I am bested. End
•ver the years, due to increases in
of noble pass at arms and con- '"research and technology. As a regratulations to my noble opponent, action, much like in the Middle
Ages, people make heavier weap
J£f you are out of position and hit ons and strike harder so that their
cleanly, take it. That is the best blow can be felt. There is a bit of
advice I can give to all of my noble an arms race going on, and it
cousins in care of their reputa would serve us all to see that it
tions.
stops.
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£f a blow glances, 1 ask my op
ponent if he agrees before I ever
3E have seen people wearing full make the call. I do the same with
plate who rarely, if ever, miss call very light blows. If my opponent
ing any clean blow which strikes disagrees with me, or hesitates, or
them. You do not need to change I do either of the aforementioned,
your armor, you just need to be I call the blow as good and yield
• very aware and very careful if you the field. I would encourage all of
are wearing very protective har you to do the same, and to help
and every other fighter in the So
ness.
ciety to safeguard our reputations,
^fvery honorable combatant in and our safety.
the lists must develop the skill to
ur opponents’ safety must
know when they have been struck
be paramount. We all must
and where. We should spend a
good deal of time teaching it to be aware of our opponents’ armor
new combatants. Trying to call as well as our own. If I see that
blows based on how they feel my noble opponent is lightly ar
through a thick bascinet helmet, mored, I adjust the crispness of
or a strong breastplate, or a well- the blow to reduce or eliminate
constructed set of steel legs is not the pain they will fee I and 1 make
dependable enough to base your some effort to direct my blow?
against their armor, rather tha]
reputation on.
their flesh. This is my duty as
€(ven more importantly, your lack noble combatant, and I believe,
of ability to feel crisp blows that that duty belongs to all of us.
should be called should not effect
how hard you strike others. Your 'jf don’t want anyone hitting you
blow calibration is the one at fault, or me with the force necessary to
* and it is incumbent upon you to incapacitate a knight wearing a
correct it. In addition, many oth hauberk and iron helmet. I would
ers may not be wearing as protec never want to be guilty of such a
tive a harness as you have, and blow, and if 1 were, l would apolo
you may truly cause them injury. gize immediately and take a close
look at how 1 am doing things.
Tl?e all must be aware of our arhave adrenaline rushes like evmor. I know that I won’t feel a
blow if it strikes the crest of my ery other combatant. 1 have obphrygian-style helmet. I take any- served the effects of this over
thing that contacts me there be- time, and that is why 1 choose to
cause of it, and let my opponent
correct the call if he thinks it was
~
' Continued '
not a good blow.
on page 79
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Behourds
O' Batons
,6xccrptcd from the forthcoming book!
by Brian R. price
I
[AKASCA Brton Thornbird ap Rhys
”TAS d’Armes V Roungtables:
Re-enacting Medieval Feats of Armes”

here has been a good
E3 deal of discussion in
the SCA concerning
he validity of the combat form
jsing rattan weapons. We strive one
against the other not with steel, but
with a kind of mass weapon, a baton, fighting to the limit. Because
we use rattan and not steel, we are
able to pursue martial development
in a way not available to combatants in ‘live steel’ groups. Both styles
of combat may certainly be valid
tools with which chivalric virtue is
explored, as are the joust and the
other less common but enjoyable
martial games of the 12th - 16,h centunes.
Though probably not a familiar
form of combat to the founders of
the SCA, there are several main pre
cedents for fighting with batons was
weapons a plaisance.
k
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Behourds
The behourd first appears as the
word for tournament in 12,h century Germany. Richard Barber and
Juliet Barker present a theory in
their fine tournament treatise that
the word originated as the German
word for tournament, gradually
supplanted by the French tumier and
assuming a new meaning in the rest
of Europe, denoting a kind of petitetoumois:
“Invigorated by thefoodanddrink
theyhadconsumeddoeywentoutinto
tlxmeadowsoutsidethedtyandsplit
up intogroups ready toplay various
games. The knights planned a
behourd, andcompetingtogetheron
horseback while their womenfolk
watchedfrom thetopofthecitywalls
andaroused them topassionate ex
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citement by theirflirtatious behavior. Theotherspassedwhat remained
ofthe day in shooting bows andarrows, hading the lance, tossingheavy
stones and rocks, playing dice and
an immense variety ofothergames:
this without theslightest show ofillfeeling. Whosoeverwon hisparticular game was then rewarded by
A rthurwithan immenseprize. The
next three dayspassedin this way”

Temple, from participating in
tournements; yet they are freely a1lowed to participate in the behourd.

<rg’fXhere is strong evidence to
suggest that there were different weapons and armour used in
the behourd; I personally believe
that padded armour or of cuirboille,
leather treated with wax, was a very
common form of armour used for
practice. There is a 13lh century
—Geoffrey of Monmouth
behourd reference outlining equip
ment used, “in linen et levibus” or
Barker defines the behourd in her “padded garments and using light
Master’s thesis on tournaments, weight lances instead of the usual
later published, “The idea was that heavy lance.” [Barber 29] A 14,h
it was a small scale informal tour- century reference from 1375
nament receives backing from a 15th records the use of ‘lime wands’ in a
century treatise on Arthurian cries behourd. [du Cange, Glossarium]
dejoustes, which specified defensive
armour for both behourd and tourAs such it would not, unless spe
ney, though the offensive weapon cially tooled or worked to increas
for the former was a two and a half the expense, appear in wardrot
foot long cudgel attached to the accounts as an item of value. No
hand and for the latter, a rebated would the ash, lime-wand, or whale
sword.” [Barker 149]
bone weapons referenced; these
batons might not be recorded any
We find the word used to de- more than would a gambeson or
scribe an undefined tourney in Italy arming coat. Some behourds seem
on the frozen river Pon in 1216; The t0 have been a kind of “joust-light”
behourd rises in popularity, espe- while others seem to have used excially in England, during the 13th actly this kind of equipment in the
century. First Matthew de Berge- most famous reference:
hefeld was accused in 1226 of______________________ __
breaking the king’s peace by holding a ‘buhurdicium.’1 Next be
hourds are mentioned in a specific
list of tournament forms banned by
Henry HI. The knights Templar are
forbidden in the rules, the Regie du
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sword witha silvered whalebone blade
andgilded leather hill Thefightingat
WindsorPark seems to have been intendedmainlyforentertainmentbutthe
doancesurvivalofhisparticular record
ofpurchases suggests that combats of
this type were not uncommon; there is
nothing in the wording tosuggest that it
was eithera unique or innovatory occa
sion

Baton
Illustration

“On 9July, 1278, Edward I ofEngland held a behourd in WindsorPark;
thirty eight ofhis chamberknights and
closest associates took part in tiresport
and wereallsuppliedat theking's own
cost with theirarmsandarmourfortlx
event Eachknight wasgiven aharness
withhis ownpersonalarms including
leatlxrlxlmsandcuirasses; theonlydif
ference in armouris that tlx twelve no
blestparticipants wereallowed gilded
helms whereas tlx less aristocratic ones
hadto becontent withsilvered ones. A n
interestingextravagancewastlxpurcldose
ofeight hundredlittle bells to decorate
thearmour;crestsandaillettes, decora
tiveshoulderpieces, werealso worn. The
horses wereequally providedwithprotection;atirboillecruppersandchanfreins
defendedthebodyandIxad respectively.
Theknights'arms werestrictlylimitedthere is no mention oflances in theac
count and all that wasprovidedseems
to behave been a wooden shieldanda

The weapons and armour are
unusual only in that they are gilded;
it may well be that such things were
common enough not to merit the
attention of clerks of the wardrobe
or by chroniclers. The use of bells
is an interesting side note; they are
mentioned again in the laws of
Aragon in 1300 in dealing with
behourders who run someone
down. If they are found not to have
been wearing bells, then they are
guilty of homicide. If they wore
bells in the prescribed manner, they
were acquitted.
The form continues in popular
ity during the 14th century in En
gland, France and Italy, but dies out
in Germany as the tourney itself
become better regulated, especially
under the statues enacted there by
the tournament societies. The great
chivalric hero of England, Edward
III, held a behourd to celebrate his
marriage to Phillipa of Hainault in
1328. References continue apace;
indeed during the 1420s the first
Sunday in Lent in France is called,
‘Behourd Sunday.’
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During the 15th century, the
behourd dies out, largely replaced
by other martial games. The use of
the word during this century becomes increasingly blurred; in tournament references from the period
tournaments, jousts and behourds
are all used in seemingly interchangeable or careless manner. Perhaps they were infrequent enough
during this time, as we know smaller
tourneys were, so their recorders
had less expertise with the precise
definitions of martial terms as pre
viously used.
In Italy and Spain, the baton
games became very popular, both
with the common folk and with the
knights. The are some especially
fine illuminations from the 15,h century showing knights in full
Milanese armour hacking about
with cudgels or batons [Musee
Tours, Barber 93]; in Spain we know
of the ‘juego de canas,’ apparently
a foot game played with rushes often associated with bullfights. The
mazzascudo was a competition held
in Italy during the late 14* and early
15th century, played on foot, using
batons and shields.
Given these references, I propose that the fighting done in the
SCA is more like unto the behourd
than unto what was done in actual
tournaments. It is a valid way to
practice the art of swordsmanship,
despite the fact that most medieval
tournaments were not fought with

batons but with swords, axes, lances
and daggers. Batons were used in
all manner of tournaments, ranging from vespers encounters for
squires and bachelor knights to the
more informal behourd. I don’t
think that our knightly predecessors
would object to how we pursue the
chivalric ideals, though they would
probably bemoan our lack of familiarity with the most important element of chevalerie, the horse,
The reason we choose batons
over steel is a simple safety consid
eration; if we fight to the best of
our ability, as we do much of the
time, then how do we regulate the
use of steel or even of aluminu
weapons and still retain the mar
freedom we now have? I for <
would not trade the fine edg(
competition using the baton fori
fun of a blade if it meant that .
could not fight with the same intensity. I believe this intensity is the
thing that peels back the layers of
protective defenses we wear around
our spirits; under the pressure of
highly competitive combats our
souls are there upon the field for
all to see. Under this pressure, most
are able to feel the tangible aura
built on the tournament stage, an
aura that with luck reminds us that
we are expected to act as knights,
whatever our rank, station or personae. ♦>
1 Curia Regis Rolls, 1225-6, xii,p451 no.
2247, from Barker, p. 149.
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How to Win at Tournaments
The Technique ofChivalric Combat
Sydney Anglo, F.S.A.
—Reprinted by Author's Permission-

lie rough untutored Fight
ing of the Middle Ages’,
wrote Egerton Castle in
1885, ‘represented faith
fully the reign of brute
force in social life as well as politics.’
Victory, he continued, went to the
‘stoutest man and the weightiest
sword’, for ‘those were the days of
crushing blows with mace or glaive,
when a knight’s superiority in action
depended on his power of wearing
heavier armour and dealing heavier
blows than his neighbor, when
strength was lauded more than skill,
and minstrels sang of enchanted
blades that naught could break.’ A
few years later Jacobo Gelli celebrated, in similar tenns, the liberation of the art of fencing in the early
16th century from the 'regno della
forza’ and the supercession of the
two-handed sword by the rapier. He
attributed all this transformation of
the art of war, the shedding of the
heavy defensive armour and the social changes which demanded that
force be coupled with grace. The
4bt/ovo esercizio ’ had abandoned the
violence and brutality which characterized medieval combats; and fencing became ‘pin leggero, pin
elegante ’, and less a slave to blockish
prejudices.

Qespite the passage of a century, the
views of Castle and Gelli remain authoritative. The notion that chivalric
combat depended solely on strength
is widely accepted. This was not,
however, the view of the late medieval observers. There is a suggestive
episode in Anthoine de la Sale’s Le
Petite Jehan cle Saint re, when the
knightly hero is trapped into a wrestling match with a worldly abbot who
has supplanted him as his former
mistress’s paramour. Jehan is loathe
to wrestle, for it is not his skill,
whereas ‘these worthy monks be masters thereof. But pride forces him
into the contest and he is thoroughly
trounced. However, he gains his revenge by tricking the abbot into donning armour and fight ing with axes.
Despite the abbot’s enormous physical strength, Jehan is easily able to
fend off the huge strokes aimed at him
and then drives back his enemy with
the point of the axe, forcing him to
submit. This is, of course, a 15th-century fiction: and Jehan’s fluctuating
fortune is as much a social comment
on indecorous or proper chivalric behavior as a serious martial observation. Nevertheless, it underlies a
theme which runs throughout De la
Sale’s novel. The hero is slight of
build and owes his constant success,
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within the lists and on the battlefield, ter in real warfare. By the late 13th
to skill in arms. Victory in combat century mock combats were fought
certainly required strength and endur- according to generally accepted rules,
ance; but it also depended upon good There were judges and attendant herhorsemanship, dexterity in handling aids who regulated the meetings, kept
weapons, agility in dodging and par- note of the performance of individual
rying blows and speed in taking ad- knights; and, on the basis of these,
vantage of a sudden opportunity.
awarded prizes. Unfortunately, most
of the surviving records for scoring
Knights trained hard to achieve this concern the exercise of tilting in Encombination of qualities. One has gland during the 16th century; and,
only to recall Boucicaut’s punishing, though such score cheques are inter
body-building routine towards the esting, they tell us no more about the
end ofthe 14th century. He would run technique with which a knight
for miles in heavy armour to develop handled his lance than a cricket score'longne haleine ’; put in hours of prac- card tells us about a batman’s style,
tice with a heavy axe or mace to There is, none the less, an immense
toughen his hands and arms; to turn corpus of materials which may be
somersaults, ‘armedetoutespieces', analyzed to yield information on all
to increase his agility. Similarly chivalriccombats,andbroadlyspeakarmed, he would leap on to his horse ing these comprise five main categowithout touching the stirrups; jump ries: arms and armour; tournament
to the ground on the shoulders of a rules and articles; narratives, bof
mounted colleague, using only one fact and fiction; pictorial records; a
hand on the man’s arm to help him; combat manuals which are the;
scale high walls without any assis- selves frequently illustrated. T1
tance; and — his piece de resistance paper is mainly concerned with whi
— clad in a steel surcoat, he would can be learnt from technical treatises
climb up the reverse side of a ladder, and historical narratives which I shall
mounting from rung to rung using use to illuminate what knights did in
hands only; and then (having divested tournaments: that is, in foot combats;
himself of the armour) he would con- tourneying on horseback; and jousts,
tinue to climb employing just one
hand. And, his biographer hastens to Foot Combats
assure us, *ces choses sont vrayes'.
eneral histories of fencing only
V©begin serious business with the
©here were, moreover, special skills 16th century, because their concern
in armed combat; and these were both is almost exclusively with the develacquired and demonstrated in those opment of the art towards modern
encounters conventionally subsumed perfection. Yet there is a tradition of
under the heading Tournaments, but combat manuals, extending at least
which in fact comprised a number of to the late 13th century, characterized
different contests reflecting the type by a brutal yet rational conception of
of fighting, both on foot and on horse- fighting; brutal in the sense that it was
back, which knights would encoun- designed to cripple or kill an oppo-
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nent; but rational in the sense that the
movements described are economical
and effective. Indeed, much of this
literature — intimately combining
thrusts, cuts and hammer blows with
hand-to-hand wrestling skills —
shows less affinity with the geometrical intricacies of rapier play and its
lineal descendent foil-fencing, than
with the no-nonsense, quick-killing
methods of modem commando technique either unarmed or using a
knife, stick, and bayonet. Further
more, despite changing social and
military habits which certainly out
moded the private use of some older
armour-smashing weapons, interest
in two-handed sword play and staff
weapons did not die out, as is commonly supposed. It is true that
Camillo Agrippa, the most mathematically-minded of mid-16th century theorists, devoted only a few lines
to the lspadone’, on the grounds that
it was a waste of time trying to describe its technique because blows
went too much ‘through the air’ and
its rules were therefore uncertain,
But, on the other hand, many authorities were discussing the technique of
the two-handed sword, axe and hammer well into the 17th century.
(£ne of the most striking features —
not only of the early theoretical literature but also of the actual footfighting — is the clear understanding of the use of thrusting with all
weapons. In this respect, the ignoranee of fencers prior to the mid- 16th
century has been greatly exaggerated,
That the efficacy of the point had been
grasped in classical times was suecinctly enunciated by Vegetius; and
passed thence into the common lore

of medieval combat which extolled
the superiority of the foyne ’ or thrust
over the cut.
Andforto foyne is better than to
smyte;
The smyter is deluded mony oonys,
The sword many not throgh steel and
bonys bite,
The ntrailys ar covert in steel and
bonys,
But with a foyne anoon thi foo
fordoon is;
Tweyne unchys entirfoyned hurteth
more
Then kerfor ege, although it wounds
sore.
®his fifteenth century paraphrase of
Vegetius stresses that, whereas the cut
exposes both right arm and side, the
foyne’ keeps them covered and is
swifter in delivery. This principle was
generally recognized, as we can see
from numbers of tournament challenges which forbade the thrust altogether as being too dangerous for
sport, or which limit the number of
strokes to be delivered with the point,
Nor was the use of the thrust confined
to the single-handed sword. The techniques recommended for two-handed
swords and for staff weapons always
combined the obvious edge cuts —
utilizing the great speed at which
these long weapons traveled toward
the circumference of the swing —
with a wide variety of thrusts delivered by shortening the grip with the
left hand and using the weapon like
a bayonet both upwards, downwards
and from either side. A large number
of attacks are, as in later fencing
manuals, directed towards the face
and belly as the most vulnerable
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points, the least easily defended and
the most debilitating. Jabs and
smashes could also be delivered with
the butt end of the staff or the pom
mel of the sword; and the whole rep
ertoire of strokes for all weapons was
combined with kicks to an opponent’s
shins, ankles, genitals or any other
available target; treading on his blade
or grasping it; forcing his own blade
back into his face; applying chancery
holds across the throat or face with
the fore-arm, sword blade or haft of
axe; and using short arms jabs under
the chin, trips, strangles, arm and leg
locks, throws and even back-break
ing holds.

>

All of these techniques, and many
more, are clearly illustrated in the
Flos duallatorum, compiled by Fiore
dei Liberi, and in the manuals of
Talhoffer, Liechtenauer and their
emulators whose work proliferated
during the 15th century. The steps,
postures, and eventualities envisaged
by these authors are remarkably wide
ranging. There is, for example, a 15th
century French treatise devoted solely
to axe-fighting, which considers not
only normal techniques but also the
special problems posed by a left
handed opponent. And, like the con
temporary Italian and German mas
ters, its author includes tricks such
as feinting at your adversary’s face
or feet, ‘pour luy faire perdre son
advis ’; stepping between his weapon
and his body, thrusting the tail
(4queue ’) of your own axe between
his thighs, to about half-way along
the haft, then lifting as high as pos
sible; or if he advances with his head
thrust forward, pushing the tail of

your axe under his armpit and forc
ing him out of the lists.
@he one stroke lacking-in the litera
ture is the lunge. The development
of this stroke with the single sword
was fully discussed by Egerton Castle:
but it is interesting to note that the
technique as worked out for twohanded sword by Grassi in 1570,
since it may reflect the practice al
ready in use. Grassi stresses the need
for ambidexterity in manipulating the
two-handed sword and for combin
ing cuts and thrusts. For the latter
both hands are required:
4but for thrusts this is
hurtful, for it cciuseth them to
he much shorter, then they would
be, ifin the beginning, they were
forciblie delivered with both the
handes, and then, by taking away’
one hand from the crosse, they
were springed as farre forth, as
the pommel hand, foote, and all
the bodie of that side, may be
stretched out. For, being dis
charged in this manner, if they
hit home they make great pas
sage, and if they be voyded, yet
the Two hand sword may be
cpticklie had againe, by the re
trying ofa pace, and of the hand
and arme, placing the other hand
were it was, and so settling in the
low ward. ’
3 know of only one purely chivalric
statement on the theory of foot com
bat, and this occurs in Jean de Bueil’s
didactic narrative, Le Jouvencel,
when the hero is asked for his advice.
He has little to say, but emphasizes
the need to ami oneself as lightly as
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is consistent with full cover. For com- into an attack using both thrust and
bats which begin with the hurling of cut to the face and body. Especially
a lance, he recommends throwing the noteworthy is the amount of close
spear as quickly as possible so that wrestling involved. This was, perthe knight can close with his oppo- haps, to be expected injudicial comnent. Thus there may be opportunity bat or in a contest a I outrance when,
to strike while he is still encumbered repeatedly, an encounter which
and still too close to throw his own opened with lance and sword or axe
lance. Beyond that, Le Jouvencelad- would end in a hand-to-hand
vises that, when the knight feels tired struggle. Thus Thomas de a Marche
and short of breath, he should think defeated John de Visconti in 1350 by
that his adversary is in even worse repeated blows to the face with the
condition and should always believe ‘gadelinges', sharp steel spikes fixed
that his own prowess exceeds that of to the knuckles of his right gauntlet
his opponent. In fact, strength is be- —knuckle-dusters, in fact. In another
stowed upon oneself: 'Car je vous hectic contest Sir John Annesley and
certifie que, en cela, lepovoir de gens his squire Thomas Katrington bat
es/ tel conmie ilz se donnent'. This is tered each other to a standstill and
clearly, very much akin to the mod- the knight, having thrown his squire
em practice of‘psyching’oneself up. to the ground, sought to crush him
by falling on top of him — but
She picture of foot combat within the missed. While, in an especially un
lists which emerges from historical pleasant encounter, Alonzo de
narratives largely confirms the use of Sotomaiore, having had his throat cut
techniques advocated by the master by Bayard’s sword, dropped his own
of arms and refutes the theory of weapon and grappled with his enemy,
knightly cumbrousness. It is not just only to be finished off with a dagger
warrior might, like Galiot de thrust up the nostrils. But this kind
Baltasin, enter the field and give one of behavior was also usual in comor two preliminary leaps into the air, bats undertaken purely for entertain‘so light and so nimble that one could ment and to demonstrate valor. For
see that his armour in no way op- example, when Poton de Saintrailles
pressed him’, or that Jacques le and Lyonel de Wandonne met in an
Lalain was able to defeat James Dou- axe fight in 1423, they smashed each
glas because — whereas the Scot other mercilessly. Lyonel delivered a
fought with his visor down and was rapid succession of back-handed
soon completely out of breath — the strokes which were coolly parried by
former wore no visor at all and thus Poton who closed with his opponent
had his breath 'tout a de/ivre ’. Rather and struck repeatedly at his visor with
it is that every account by a compe- the point of his axe, so that the armour
tent observer reveals that knights gave way and Lyonel’s face was exwere able to dodge heavy blows, of- posed. Lyonel himself then resorted
ten from more physically powerful to grappling and managed to trap
adversaries; could feint and deceive Poton’s axe under his arm, but le
an opponent; and could move swiftly ceived a wound in the face from his
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adversary’s gauntlet. Even more dras
tic was the feat by which Jacques de
Lalain snatched victory from an En
glish knight, who, more by luck than
judgment, had cut the veins and
nerves of one of Lalain’s arms, 'entre l 'avant bras et le gantlet ’. Lalain
abandoned his axe, closed with the
Englishman, seized the top of his
bascinet with one hand and his left
ami with the other and pulled him to
the ground with such force that his
face was completely buried in the
sand; and Lalain, had he wished,
could have finished him off with even
a tiny knife.
(This readiness to come to grips con
tinued even after the introduction,
towards the end of the 15th century,
of barriers which should, theoreti
cally, have prevented such a thing. At
the barriers held in Paris to celebrate
the marriage of Henry VIII’s sister
Mary to Louis XII, the French (anx
ious to embarrass their English
guests) introduced a German giant to
beat up the Duke of Suffolk. However,
Suffolk, despite the intervening bar
riers, *by pure strength tooke him
about the necke, and pomeled so
about the hed that the bloud yssued
out of his nose’. But in general the
introduction of the barrier prevented
the kind of all-in fighting which had
for so long prevailed. Combatants
were kept out of distance; the range
of targets for their blows was cur
tailed; and there were a few tech
niques that could be effective in such
circumstances. On one convivial oc
casion at Brussels, an English ob
server went so far as to assert that
‘some take more hurt with the cups
than at the barrier with the cutting of

the sword’. Certainly danger was di
minished as safety precautions in
creased and knights were expressly
forbidden either to touch the barrier
or to take hold of an opponents’s
weapon.
Since the possibilities were so cir
cumscribed, there was very little theo
retical writing concerning the barri
ers; and the only author who devotes
any considerable space to the subject
spends most of it extolling the merits
of the ladies — on whose behalf such
combats were undertaken — and en
suring that knights themselves com
port themselves gracefully within the
lists.
The Tourney
$ he tourney— in which mounted
knights fought with sword, mace
or club, either one against one, or in
groups — was the form into whic'
the old melee had developed by th
14th century. Fiore dei Liberi include
some illustrations of mounted fenc
ing: but the earliest theoretical dis
cussion is dated about 1434 in the
treatise on horsemanship by Duarte,
King of Portugal, who identifies four
sword strokes on horseback — the
cut, the reverse, the downward blow
and the thrust — but considers the
first two (cut and reverse) to be the
best for a rider against another
mounted opponent.
‘To give aforceful cut it must be
made as the horse approaches
and with the body and the arm
acting together. I find this very
useful in the tourney, because if
one strikes when at a standstill
and with the arm alone the blow
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is comparatively weak, whereas
if the horse is moving and the
body and arm act together it is
far stronger. This is my advice to
whoever wishes to deliverforce
ful blows in a tourney: strike al
most always on the approach,
standing firmly on the legs, the
body and arm moving freely, the
hand holding the sword tightly,
and the blow notjust a sideways
cut nor straight downwards, but
obliquely high to low.''

1612, though influential, were de
signed solely for war — not for
knights within the lists. Thus his ad
vice for mounted combat, with sword
or with lance, is to aim for the left
shoulder of the opponent’s horse; and
he has little time for fencing on horse
back because ofthe distance involved.
In fact, he rejects any attempt at us
ing arm movement for mounted
sword fighting, but recommends
holding arm bent, with the sword
pushed forward with the thumb, and
then galloping against the foe. It was
Buarte has some good practical ad not until 1619, in Alfiero Gaiani’s
vice for the toumeyer who should, as Arte di mannegiar la spado, that there
soon as he has beaten one opponent, was again any serious discussion of
ride forward to the next without turn what was recognized, both by Gaiani
ing until he has passed through the himself and later authors, as an exer
entire field. This has several advan cise difficult to reduce to general prin
tages: he will be more readily ob ciples and firm rules.
served by the onlookers; his blows
will be stronger because he strikes as ©aiani advises that the best position
he pleases; and neither he nor his for both attack and defense is for the
horse will be wearied by unnecessary mounted swordsman to rest his sword
running and turning.
upon his right thigh with the point
held high and directly over the horse’s
"Because the blows are given at
left ear. Two things are necessary for
internals, the arm does not get
victory: to gain the enemy’s rear and
tired, which is the opposite of
to prevent him from similarly outmawhat happens to some in a tour
neuvering you. It is advisable, too, to
ney, who suffer by the comings
gain his left-hand side; and crucial
and turnings of the horse, since
to be ready to rein the horse quickly
for eveiy advantage to be gained
for every movement. The opponent
they must improve their position,
should be approached at an easy gal
and throughout they and their
lop, for a knight must combine
horses work vety hard."
‘brauvra e la prudenza the first to
dismay his enemy and the second is
Eater writers did not add substantially to take advantage of doing so. It is
to what Duarte had said. Camillo difficult to handle the sword if one’s
Agrippa offers a chapter on mounted approach is too furioso ’. Thus a blow
fencing, but takes the whole of it to from a knight who comes up too fast
explain why he is not going to say is easily avoided and it is equally
anything on the subject; while the simple to hit him because his disorbrief comments of Giorgio Basta in derliness will prevent effective par-
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rying. Gaiani has few observations on
sword-play itself, though, in answer
to doubt as to the efficacy of a cut
against an opponent in armour, he
does argue that despite such protec
tion a knight can be badly wounded
— for the impetus provided by the
horse’s movement adds force to the
blows which can slice off a pauldron
or vain brace, or make an opponent
lose control of the bridle. Like Duarte,
so long before, Gaiani’s fencing on
horseback put little trust in the thrust.
The point may certainly be used, but
he deems it less reliable than the cut,
partly because of the horse’s move
ment and partly because one’s sight
is frequently obscured.
throughout his discussion of
mounted combat, Gaiani stresses the
importance of exercising delicate con
trol of the bridle and he warns against
relying on spurs, stirrups, legs or spo
ken command. The horse must on no
account be vexed. Flight or unruli
ness could cost the knight his life.
3n the contemporary tourney, how
ever, the knight’s life was seldom at
risk. Just four years after Gaiani’s
work, there appeared the most famous
of all riding books, the Medeige
Royal of Antoine Pluvinel who re
marks on the tourney principally con
cern the rider’s grace and need to
avoid affectation. Many knights, says
Pluvinel, provoke laughter through
their poor posture and ridiculous ges
tures, and such people would do bet
ter to stay at home rather than attempt
what they do not understand. For
Pluvinel, even more explicitly than
for Gaiani, the horse is the key to the
whole enterprise. Without the right

kind of mount, the best and most
adroit knight in the world can obtain
nothing but shame. But the author has
little to say about combat, concentrat
ing only on the blows to be delivered
“en passant”, and avoiding real
mounted fencing — a distinction,
which, perhaps, clarifies the blows
given at the ‘passage’ and the ‘join
ing’ which recur in English accounts
of the tourney.
©nly one author, apart of Gaiani, who
has much to say about the tourney —
Antonio Ansalone — makes is clear
that by 1629 the exercise had lost
most of its character as a combat and
was simply a way for knights to dis
play skillful horsemanship. Thus the
first concern is to have a totally obe
dient and responsive mount. The
whole game resides in knowing how
to advance, stop, ride in ‘repulone'
and to ‘voltare con clestrezia' in or
der to gain the advantage. But the
knight should known how to fence in
order to gain on his adversary’s sword
on horseback just as he would on foot.
Ansalone has three injunctions: that,
in the fury of arms, the knight should
not dig his heels too forcefully into
his horse; that his bridle hand should
be held correctly, three fingers above
the saddle-bow; and that his sword
hand should be in a position both to
avoid fatigue and be always ready to
attack or defend. Full armour, includ
ing helm and shield, should be worn;
and the sword should be wide, with a
good edge, and three palms in length.
The action begins with the knights
simply trying to outmaneuver each
other. When they get close enough
they may aim blows at each other's
heads, but all the time circling each
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other to gain a winning position
which is achieved when one of them
brings his horse’s head up to the left
flank of his opponent’s mount. The
entire point of the game depends upon
the dexterity of the rider and the agil
ity of the horse. If either of these is
lacking, then the action cannot be
praiseworthy.

Baltasin at Arras in 1446, Galiot de
liberately rode into his opponent’s
steed and De Temant was hurled hard
on to his backside. However, his
sword was so good, and he himself
was so ‘adroit’, that he managed to
recover. Unfortunately, the collision
had broken the leather thong hold
ing his sword so that the scabbard has
hanging awkwardly over his horse’s
She decisive importance of strong, crupper and the knight could not get
well-trained horses and good riding hold of it. Galiot immediately seized
were constant factors throughout the his own sword and rode at De
history of the tourney. An especially Temant, raining cuts and thrusts
revealing account is given by that upon him. When De Temant realized
expert eye-witness, Oliver de la that he could not recover his sword
Marche, of a tournament in Ghent in he, in turn, spurred directly at Galiot
1469, where he notes repeatedly that and managed to parry several blows
the insufficiency of the horses and the with his open hand. His scabbard was
resultant disadvantages. Claud de now hanging loose over his horse’s
Vauldray’s mount, for example, was flank and the violent activity shook
frightened to draw too near the op- his sword out. Whereupon, seeing the
>osing knight, so that Claud, aiming weapon drop to the ground, the Duke
blow at Pierre de Safins, found him- of Burgundy, who was judge,
If smiting the air and as a conse- promptly halted the contest so that the
ence lost his sword. Another com- knight could regain his sword. Battle
itant delivered such mighty buffets was resumed and De Ternant thrust
nat his sword bent, but his own horse at virtually every likely vulnerable
could not sustain either the blows of spot in Galiot’s armour, but was un
the adversary or the strength of the able to wound him before the Duke
opposing mount and was so driven ended the contest upon accomplish
back that it was nearly knocked on to ment of thirty-one strokes to which
its rump! Two other knights had simi the challenge had been limited.
lar problems, though they did very
well considering that their horses ®his was a typical tourney: though it
could not stand up to the weight of seems tame in comparison to the com
opposing strokes.
bat a outrance fought by thirteen
French against thirteen Italian
Up to the 16th century, the knights’ knights in February 1503 when,
sword blows seem generally to have amongst other fiendish stratagems,
been delivered with as much force as two of the Italians dismounted and,
could be mustered, and the intentions covered by their companions, sneaked
of participants seem to have been about stabbing the under-bellies of the
truly aggressive. When, for instance, French horses. It is not surprising
De Ternant engaged Galiot de that, when the French attacked, ‘la
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pluspart cle lews chevaulx entre lews
jambes'. It is clear that Basta’s bru
tal realism had been anticipated at
least a hundred years earlier.

mid-16th century. Tilting gradually
became more popular, but running
without the tilt was still, from time
to time, organized in Germany and
Italy even during the 17th century.
Jousting
The final effect of these two modes
fir he chivalric exercise which, ofjousting was very different. With
V/ above all others, continues to out the tilt, it was possible for knights
appeal to popular imagination is to pass much closer together; the
jousting — when knights, either sin angle of attack was more direct and
gly, in pairs or in groups, rode at each penetrating, especially when, as was
other in a lance charge. This was, sometimes the case, the course was
originally, the principle shock attack fought with unrebated spears; and a
of a battle, after which knights would knight could, if so minded, hit an
resort to close fighting on horseback opponent’s horse much more drasti
or would dismount and fight on foot. cally. One author, early in the 17th
As was the case with mock combats century, described how he had seen
which mimicked the real hand-to- two pairs of knights jousting at large
hand fighting, so the hazards of in Naples. There had been a head-on
mounted lance-play came to be collision and all four men were killed.
hedged about with safety regulations. The main difficulty, he continued,
Care was taken in the articles under was that generally, in trying to avoid
which neither armour nor weapon such a crash, knights tended to pass
gave a contestant unfair advantage. at too great a distance, which made
Lances were frequently rebated to di- it inevitable that their blows were
minished chance of their piercing rather feeble. Still, it is clear that run
armour; and the tilt — a barrier of ning at large (when properly under
cloth or, increasingly, of solid wood taken) approximated much more ex
— was introduced to stop the horses actly than tilting to the real lance
from colliding and to increase the charges described by Basta in 1612.
angle at which a lance would strike Mastery of the lance, he wrote, is not
so that it would be more likely to easy: but we have seen that in 1503
break on impact than to penetrate. An some Italians were prepared to kill
additional measure, less for safety opposing horses in a tourney and
than to ensure the correct running by there was an even more notorious
the horses, was the introduction of occasion that same year, in a joust at
counterlists: smaller rails, one at each Trani, when Spanish knights sought
side of the tilt and parallel to it, cre to gain the advantage by killing off
ating an alley along which the knight their French adversaries’ steeds in the
shortest possible time.
could ride.
Silting was a much safer activity that
“running at large’ or ‘at random’ —
that is without the tilt — though both
exercises remained common up to the

She handling of the lance, both in war
and in mock combat, required a basi
cally similar technique; and this
changed little over several centuries,
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once the general principles of the
'projectile vivant’ had evolved. The
earliest statement on jousting theory
that 1 have so far discovered is once
again in the early 15th century treatise by King Duarte whose remarks
are strictly pragmatic. He discerns
three principal reasons for failure in
the joust: not being able to see what
one is doing; lack of technical control over the lance or horse; and lack
of the will to win. The first of these
deficiencies arises from nothing more
esoteric than a tendency to shut one’s
eyes at the moment of impact — that
is precisely the moment they should
be open. This sounds elementary, but
it makes a very shrewd psychology
cal point and is repeated again and
again in much later discussions of
mounted lance-play. Duarte advises
the knight to concentrate entirely
upon his opponent from the moment
the latter enters the lists; and when
‘he comes to encounter, one should
turn one’s face toward him as much
as possible, so that one sees him directly and not out of the comer of the
sightofthehelmef. Duarte diagnoses
four causes for failure to control horse
and lance: ‘through being ill-armed
or unpracticed as to the arm, the rest,
the shield, the vamplate and the gorget; through having a staff heavier
than one’s strength warrants; through
not being easy and comfortable in the
saddle; and through having a horse
so restless that one loses control of
the bridle’. And he makes practical
suggestions on how to remedy these
problems, stressing particularly the
need for constant practice.
Another pragmatic 15th century discussion of jousting is in De Bueil’s

Le Jouvencel, when the veteran is
asked to advise on lance combat. The
first thing, he says, is to have a good
suit of armour because the lance,
which is 4moult subtitle \ can pass
through the smallest opening, and is
then merciless. Wielded by the
mounted warrior, it is the most dangerous weapon in the world for one
cannot shout “whoa” to it — ‘car il
n y a point de holla \ The right arm
should be lightly armoured and easy
of movement; but the right side of the
forearm should have strong and wellwrought protection because the whole
force of the lance is felt there and
many men have been lost because of
this. It is also vital to see well, otherwise nothing can be achieved. The
knight should keep a cool head; have
a loyal and courageous horse with
good strength and an easy gait; and
he should not try to cut a dash by using huge, fat lances. If he hits his
opponent low down with such a stave
while receiving an answering blow
higher up, even from a lighter stave,
he will be overturned. A mediumsized, manageable lance will strike
more effectively than an unwieldy and
heavy lance which can lift the knight
who bears it clean out of the saddle,
The weight causes a knight to raise
his arm and lose his grip so that he
cannot deliver a powerful blow. Furthermore, the horse carrying such a
burden will move less well; the knight
will sit less securely, strike with less
force, hold his stave less level and aim
it less accurately than would be the
case with a more modest weapon,
HJe Jouvencel recalls that, when he
himself was young, he had seen a pair
of young knights jousting and one
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had stuck the other’s visor seven
times with the point of his lance. In
deed, had not the old warrior — af
ter the second of these blows —
warned the knight who was on the
receiving end, then Le Jouvencel
firmly believes that death would have
ensued. The veteran’s counsel had
been to loosen the fastenings which
held the visor to the armet and to fix
it with a leather point and with some
wax; and it would suffice if it held in
place while the horse was at a gal
lop: 'Et le conseil qu ’ll lui donnafut
qu’il fist osier les vervelles, qui
tenoient la visiere de son armet, et
fit attachier a line esguiellette et o
de la cire, et lui souffisoit seullement
qu ’elle tenist pour le gallop de
cheval.' Thereafter, although the
other jouster continued to strike the
visor without fail, it flew off and the
lance did not bite. Thus the accurate
but unimaginative knight eventually
realized that he was wasting his ef
fort and would have to aim at another
mark. The point of the story, for Le
Jouvencel, is that if you notice your
opponent repeatedly aiming at one
particular spot, then you must try to
upset his plan. Similarly, if you your
self constantly try for the same tar
get, but realize that the countermea
sures are being taken, then you must
instantly change your own tactics.
(This passage is valuable not only be
cause of its precise recommendation
of lances that do not exceed a knight’s
physical capacity, and its description
of the trick with the visor. It also re
veals that the jousting knight of the
15th century was not an unsighted,
strait-jacketed, muscle-bound lump of
iron whose only hope of success with

the lance was for his opponent to
impale himself thereupon. On the
contrary, lightness of movement is
stressed, as is the need for clear vi
sion. The ability to aim the lance and
to hit a precise target regularly is as
sumed, as is the technical mastery
requisite to alter one’s blow at will
and to use not only strength to dis
comfit an adversary, but also skill to
outwit him.
By the time that Juan Quixada de
Reayo’s Doctrina des arte de la
cavalleria was published in 1548, tilt
ing predominated. This did not, how
ever, prevent knights from being slain
— principally, as the author notes, by
lances penetrating their visors.
Quixada enjoins the knight to choose
a good horse and, before taking hold
of his lance, to check with his second
('padrino ’) that the rochet the rebates
metal head — is tightly fitted. Thi
for Quixada, is crucial; and h
stresses that it is the lance-maker’i
business to ensure that it fits snugly
on its seat which should not be more
than half the length of the rochet it
self. The metal tip should be driven
home with a mallet so that the rochet
will remain firm on impact, for if it
moves even slightly then the lace will
not break. Quixada also explains why
the judges must ensure that all lances
are measured exactly. If one stave
exceeds another even by the length
of a finger, then not only will it break
first but it could also result in the
other lance’s not breaking at all. A
sensible practice, mentioned by
Quixada, but not generally adopted
elsewhere in Europe, is for the lance
tips to be smeared with red ochre so
that each stroke leave a mark.
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As with Duarte and Le Jouvencel,
there is no question for Quixada that
a knight merely starts off in the right
direction and hopes for the best. The
jouster should be able to hit whatever
he aims at, provided that he watches
what he is doing. A really competent
knight would fail at the tilt only if
his horse were to let him down. The
slightest stumble, or dropping to one
side, spoils the knight’s aim by mak
ing the lance waver; and Quixada
makes the simple, but critical, obser
vation that a movement of a finger’s
breadth at the lance rest becomes two
palms’ width at the lance point. If the
lists were so smooth and firm that
horses did not stumble then, Quixada
believes, a good man at arms would
never give a fowl blow; and it is prob
ably for this reason that he recom
mends the provision of counterlists
o help the knight and his mount to
ivoid swerving.
Quixada’s practical hints are very
basic. It is important that knights
should begin their course simulta
neously and, if one has already set off
before the other, he should return and
they should try again. The lance
should be placed in the rest, aimed
across the horse and the blow directed
at the opponent’s head, ‘gran pieca \
or vamplate. In order not to miss his
stroke and to see where his lance is
going, the jouster should not close his
eyes. This is what Duarte had said
and evidently a hundred years of prac
tice had not improved matters.
Quixada warns the knight not to stare
at the oncoming lance because it will
seem still when heading directly for
the eyes. If, instead, his gaze is con
centrated on the end of his own lance,

then he should be able to hit what
ever he desires. When he places his
lance in the ‘arret de la cuirass ’ (that
is the bracket affixed to the right side
of the breast plate) the jouster must
also ensure that the arret de la lance
(the pad around the lance behind the
grip) is firmly in place and ready, on
impact, to recoil into the arret de la
cuirass. If it is not properly positioned
then, though the lance may strike
home, the rochet will not bite into the
armour and the lance will not break.
Finally, Quixada discusses the best
method for couching the lance. Some
jousters, he observes, hold the lance
upright until the last moment: but
sudden lowering may easily cause the
lance to drop too far and result in a
foul stoke. His own view, therefore,
is that the lance should be placed in
its rest at the very beginning of the
course and should then be lowered,
‘paco a paco\ like the weight of a
clock. This method avoids fouls and
also enables a knight to correct any
initial error.
$he manner of lowering the lance was
a much debated topic, though, in gen
eral, the authorities frowned on hasty
movement. Especially noteworthy are
the remarks of Giovanni dal 1 ’
Agocchie of Bologna whose Arte di
scimia was published in 1572. The
work is interesting because the dis
cussion of jousting — the fullest up
to date — is embedded in what the
author, whoever mistakenly, con
ceives to be a genuinely martial con
text. Thus even tilting at the ring,
which dall’Agocchie regards as a
valuable practice for the joust itself,
might be deemed t have military rel
evance. Like Quixada, he does not
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favor placing the lance in its rest at never to turn sideways, nor ever to
the last moment, but advises the offer any target to the oncoming lance
knight to begin his movement as his other than his breast. Such bending
horse starts forward. Nor should the or twisting is not only ugly, it is also
'grappella' of the lance be pushed extremely dangerous. The angle of
suddenly against the arret cie la cui approaching stoke is such that, mak
rass, but rather is should be eased 'a ing contact with the breast plate, it
poco a poco ’ during the charge. The will naturally slide across safely; but
lance should be lowered gently: and if it hits one’s side it is more likely to
the knight should avoid either drop penetrate. Moreover, leading with the
ping it as soon as it is in the rest or left side diminishes the length of
waiting until just before the moment one’s lance by at least four inches and
of contact.
enables your opponent to strike first,
which always inflicts greater damage.
(The same problem receives an inter This is a development of the longesting, if somewhat confusing, treat established principle that lances
ment from Botomeo Sereno whose should be of equal length. But
book on the use of the lance (1610) Sereno’s point is that bad lance-han
also includes a detailed statement on dling and faulty posture will produce
jousting technique. Like dall’ the same effect as running with a
Agocchie and others, Sereno associ shorter lance. Subsequently other
ates jousting with warfare and his writers took the idea a bit further by
instructions for both are gathered to recommending, instead, a slight turr
gether into a single chapter. He has, to the right in order to gain a fev
of course, a good deal to say about inches on the opposing lance, thougf
horsemanship and posture. The horse Sereno would probably not have ap
should be speedy, move without be proved of that either.
ing spurred, and understand the
rider’s wish by hints alone. The
ike his predecessors, Sereno has
knight should sit firm and upright in much to say about the importance of
the saddle, without slouching; he beginning of the course with the lance
should not look down at his legs nor point high and then lowering it on
glance behind him; and when he be approaching the target: though, he
gins his charge he should not beat his exclaims, he does not mean that the
horse nor waste time in fancy turns. lance should be dropped like a cud
A knight should never show fear in gel-blow, 'una bastonata’. At first,
any action, however arduous or dan the lance is supported on the thigh
gerous: and this is why he should fix and inclined somewhat over the
his eyes on the spot he intends to horse’s right ear (a view in which
strike and never stare at the oppos Sereno differs from most other au
ing lance-head — because it will thorities) and with the point held at
make him flinch from the anticipated medium height until the time comes
blow, which is the most vile and ugly to place the lance in its rest. And it is
action. Particularly striking is here that the exercise becomes very
Sereno’s injunction to the knight tricky. Sereno tries to reduce joust-
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ing to a geometrical proposition by
tracing a notional right-angled tri
angle between the tip of the lance, the
lance rest and the point of vision
through one’s visor [occularia]. His
timing is equally formalized. He ad
vises the knight to wait until he is
between six to three lance-lengths
from his enemy and then the whole
action — from raising the ami to lift
the lance from the thigh; placing the
lance in the rest; lowing it towards
the target; and delivering the blow —
should be carried out in one continu
ous movement, so that from the be
ginning to the end there should be
no longer interval than three musi
cal beats: ‘pin che lo spatio di tre
battute di cantofenno ’. Such smooth
ness makes the whole delivery 'pin
gagliardo, e pin leggiadroOn the
other hand Sereno does not give his
ouster much time to perform this
novement, recommending instead
that the lance should be placed in its
rest as near to the delivery of the blow
as possible. This will gain the knight
a reputation for being 'franco e
ardito ’, showing not only a resolute
spirit, but also such confidence in his
own ability that he can give the blow
whenever he pleases. In addition to
this, such a stroke, not being foreseen
by the other knight, will astonish him
greatly, and, in consequence, have the
greater effect.
Sereno himself could do the unex
pected. Having virtually completed
his analysis of chivalric combat, he
suddenly retired into a Benedictine
monasteiy, leaving somebody else to
prepare the book for the press. The
treatise was by no means the last study
of jousting, but later writers added

little to Sereno’s summary of an ac
tivity which was speedily becoming
obsolete. By the end of the 17th cen
tury, when Luigi Santa Paulina pub
lished Arte delcavallo, he felt obliged
to set forth rigorous rules for joust
ing, because, he said, by this time the
lance had been abandoned for war
and was only used in festivals where
grace, not military effectiveness, was
at a premium. Furthermore, that very
grace was achieved at the cost of com
mitting serious errors such as the
common inability to couch the lance
at all. Sometimes it was put so far
forward that the arret de la lance did
not even make contact with the arret
de la cuirasse. Sometimes it was too
far to the side and missed the rest al
together. And sometimes it was
placed beneath the rest which was just
as useless. Even allowing for autho
rial exaggeration, the level of incom
petence must have been appalling;
and, in any case, as Santa Paulina
makes clear, jousting in his day meant
riding at the ring or quintain — not
against a live opponent.
She knights of Santa Paulina’s day
would not have appreciated Roger of
Hoveden’s famous characterization of
the nature and purpose of the tourna
ment where a youth ‘must-have seen
his blood flow and felt his teeth crack
under the blow of his adversary and
been thrown to the ground twenty
times’ in order to prepare himself for
real warfare. This was a 12th century
view but — despite much that has
been written about chivalric deca
dence and despite the increasingly
circumscribed nature of mock com
bats — violence remained common
in tournaments even during the 16th
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century. One has only to read about
Trani or the sanguinary mock battles
of Valladollid between 1517 and
1523 to realize that traditional no
tions concerning late medieval
chivalric flabbiness are wide of the
mark.
lit is unfortunate that the early narra
tives are imprecise concerning tech
nique, but, from the late 14th century,
accounts and descriptions multiply
and a picture emerges which can be
related to the theoretical statements
of later treatises. The basic techniques
— carrying the lance upright with the
butt-end resting on the right thigh;
placing the lance cleanly in the rest;
pointing it across the left shoulder of
the horse; and lowering it smoothly
during the charge — these are all
fully documented. So, too, is the
strenuousness ofjousting: with heavy
damage regularly done to arms and
' armd'ur; unhorsing; serious wound
ing; and even the death of knights and
horses. The dependence of the knight
upon the quality of his mount is also
confirmed by constant references to
the way in which horses spoilt the
contests by swerving, flinching or
running wide. The importance of
properly, fixing the lance tip, noted
by Quix-ada, is attested by jousts
where — though the knights consis
tently hit each other — the rochets
did not bite and the lances ‘slid’ with
out breaking; while the fact that this
occurred much more frequently at
some tournaments than at others sug
gests that the quality of the lancemakers varied or that faulty batches
of staves with poorly fitted heads had
been supplied. Not only was quality
control uncertain, but there was also

a wide gulf between expert and inex
pert jousters, the latter often consti
tuted a majority. On the other hand,
references to consistent accuracy, es
pecially on the part of certain indi
viduals, are sufficiently common to
confirm that the exercise could be
managed adroitly and that success
ultimately did depend more upon
judgement than to luck. The fashion,
and the danger, of using lances be
yond one’s strength is also recorded;
as is the habit of empty vaunting with
hollow staves; the trick of loosening
the visor; and the skill with which
some knights could anticipate a blow,
even from a mounted lancer, and
counter it. The need to provide lances
equal length is a regular concern in
the organization of tournaments;
while the result of jousting with
lances of unequal length is strikingly
illustrated by the failure of such an
expert as Jacques de Lalain when his
opponent managed to ride against
him with a few extra inches of lance
up his sleeve.
®here are many fine eye-witness re
porters ofjousting, but I should like
to end by drawing attention to my
own favorite, Guillaume Leseur. In
his biography of Gaston de Foix,
Guillaume describes several mid-15th
century tournaments which his hero
had competed and he refers to almost
every aspect of lance-play, both good
and bad. The way in which a knight
would warm up his steed before the
course; the couching of the lance; the
adopting of an easy posture; the im
portance ofgood horsemanship; feats
of fancy riding; the fact that a knight,
though physically small, might none
the less be an able performer; the va-
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garies of the horses and the swerves
which could spoil a knight’s aim; the
frequent sliding of the lance and its
failure to break; and the way in which
the rochet of the lance would leave
its mark on the armour — all are
amply documented by Guillaume. He
also alerts us to the role played by the
knight’s seconds. Warriors were of
ten so severely thwacked that they
would have been unhorsed had not
their attendants rallied round and
hastily propped them back up in their
saddles; although on other occasions
both horse and man were borne to the
ground beyond the aid of anyone.

with an armoured knight dangling
from the end of his lance like a piece
of washing. It is a vision both of
physical strength and of deadly peril.
It shows how accurately a lance could
be directed and what astonishing
things could happen in a tournament.
Carrying away a ring with the tip of
one’s lance became a regular chivalric
game. But it was never customary to
pick up whole knights in this way.
Leononcourt was so bemused that he
did not know whether he was in
heaven or earth; 7/s ne savoit s 'il
estoit en del on en terre ’. And it was
thought, when he was carried back
to his pavilion, that he was dead.
Above all else, Guillaume is respon However, after large quantities of re
sible for preserving on the most ex- storative rosewater and vinegar had
traordinaiy episodes in the history of been thrown into his face, his heart
jousting. This was the feat accom revived. But, added the chronicler
plished by Gaston de Foix at Nancy laconically, he jousted no more that
in 1445. He had been enjoying him day.
self in the lists, knocking his
apponent’s about; bending their back Summary
lthough it has generally been
bones with buffets (7/ luy plier
l 'eschine ’); and generally performing
maintained that chivalric comwonders. His last course was against bat depended solely upon strength
a fine jouster and rider, Phillipe de and endurance, there is ample evi
Leononcourt, whose headpiece had dence that skill, dexterity, speed and
an unusually wide sight. Gaston’s control were also required. This pa
lance unerringly penetrated this, but per attempts to reconstruct the tech
miraculously missed Leononcourt’s niques used in foot combats, tourney
face, went up into the crown of the ing on horseback and jousting (espe
helm and lifted the luckless knight cially tilting) — in England, France,
clean out of his saddle and over the Italy and the Iberian Peninsula on the
horse’s crupper — leaving him sus basis of narratives and technical trea
pended in mid-air. There is no tises, concerning sword and lance
stranger picture conjured up in the play, written between the late 14th
annals of the joust than of the mighty and early 17th centuries. ♦>
Gaston de Foix riding about the lists
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Perspective
of A New
Combatant
Mark R. Courtney
AKA SCA
Marc Cristede of Huntington, Esquire
West Kingdom

year ago I would never
have imagined myself
wearing steel armour and
trying to hit someone with a taped
up stick, at the same time trying
to keep myself from being slaugh
tered. But here I am bruised and
aching and loving it. What strange
people we are...

A

3 have found that there is an
amazing amount of work that
goes into being an SCA combat
ant. Whether it’s in piecing to
gether and maintaining armour or
practicing to attain a certain level
of competency only to realize that
you must keep practicing to rein
force what you have learned and
to continually improve, effort is
required. It seems to be a road
without end, obvious even from
this early point in my career as a
combatant, and perhaps this end
less road is why it is so appeal
ing.

ffihat brought me into this activ
ity in the first place was not the
chance to beat my friends with a
chunk of rattan but rather the
mental aspects that I saw in the
combats that I was able to witness.
There is a uniqueness to the way
the combatants present them
selves on and off the field that dis
tinguishes this activity from ev
eryday life. Honor and respect for
one’s opponents are ideas that
seem so foreign in the mundane
world, and here they are so deeply
embedded in actions that occur on
the field of challenge, or even at
practices.
As a somewhat non-athletic per
son by nature I found that l could
still take part in this activity and
get something out of it from the
very beginning. Becoming a
skilled and graceful combatant is
obviously a goal, but I do not feel
that 1 am stepping in empty
handed by not being physically
very powerful. With enough of an
understanding of the mental as
pects to this activity, I believe that
I am able to move in the right di
rection. Prowess, although neces
sary, seems to be only a part of
what a good combatant needs to
develop.
®he experienced combatants’ at
titudes towards beginners is help
ful. As with being a beginner with
most things, it’s difficult to step
into the crowd and start fighting
without feeling a bit out of place
and unwelcome. The case is quite
opposite here. New combatants
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are welcomed. As l started attend have been at tourneys, due par
ing my first practices I found that tially to the atmosphere surround
nearly everybody was willing to ing the event as well as my atti
help me learn, whether it was tude as a participant and, in a way,
from my opponent telling me how a performer for the gallery.
to block his strikes or from an on
looker stepping up to us during a discouragement is one thing that
break in the fighting to offer sug I have found to be difficult to deal
gestions. The combatants as a with. It is easy to fall victim to this
whole want to see each other im when participating in SCA com
prove and are willing to do what bat—so very different from any
it takes to help. It even seems that other recreational activities.
the more experienced combatants Armour is not constructed so
even use their teaching to remind much with comfort in mind, and
themselves of the techniques that the idea of being hit with a rattan
they may not have been keeping sword with full force is not at first
in mind, and teaching new com very appealing. Time and practice
batants serve also as a way of hon are the only solutions to this prob
ing their own skills. The field is a lem that I can see. Persistence
place of constant learning for ev through times of discouragement
lead to times of understanding
erybody.
and confidence.
Spectators are another factor that
has helped me push onward to (5he main thing to remember
ward improving my fighting about SCA combat is that this is
skills. The gallery and other on all done for enjoyment. I vaguely
lookers add quite a different at recall someone recently (unfortu
mosphere to tourneys that simply nately I cannot recall who) saying,
is not present at practices. The “I’M stop fighting when it stops
entertainment factor shifts the being fun.” This is not a job. It is
emphasis to a much more in not an obligation. This is a recre
volved event. A good fight en ational activity, meaning that its
joyed by two combatants is also a purpose is enjoyment. I have seen
good fight enjoyed by the gallery combatants that seem to be out of
and the other combatants watch the field because they think they
ing. The focus is broadened to in have to. The drive to fight because
clude everybody present at the their friends are fighting or be
event. Prowess is important here, cause they feel obligated to due
but just as important is honor and to pressure surrounding them.
respect toward the other combat The amount of work that goes into
ants, the gallery, and the royalty. I SCA combat is not justified for
have found that tourneys add en them as it is for others.
thusiasm and excitement that
helps spur interesting fights. The
Continued on tage 79
fights that I have enjoyed the most
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The Aim of Individual
Form Practice
Herman Kauz
Editor: In keeping with the idea that our art is indeed a very Western martial
art, one where the chivalric idealsform the philosophy strivenfor, this article
presents many parallels in the world ofEastern and Western arts. The com
mon elements offocus, awareness, intuition and rationality, and the benefits
ofa disciplineformed through years ofstudy and practice are common to any
martial art. Mr. Kauz, a frequently cited writer and Tai Chi Chuan instruc
tor ofmany years, offers a clear, articulate analysis ofsome benefits to be had
in studying any form with some seriousness.

I

n mosl of the martial arts, students are taught to move in ways that sometimes
appear difficult and even unnatural at first. As they observe the movements of
a skilled practitioner, they are impressed with the grace, power, and flow of
each technique. Their own efforts seem awkward by comparison. Learning to
move in the manner suggested by their teacher may call for placing the feet and
legs in positions that feel uncomfortable, using the hands in unaccustomed or unusua
ways and maintaining a perpendicular body despite its desire to incline in various
directions. These initial difficulties are often caused by the beginner's lack of previ
ous physical training. His body may be tense, with stiff muscles and shortened ten
dons and ligaments. These need to be stretched if he is to achieve the necessary range
in his movements. Sometimes his arms and legs are too weak to allow him to pull or
push as much as is necessary. He may have trouble bending his knees to the correct
degree and for the amount of time required. This lack of basic physical ability ham
pers the beginner in his attempt to learn to use his body in the prescribed ways.
Nevertheless, as he persists in his efforts he will gradually overcome his deficiencies,
and his body will begin to respond to his direction as it should.
In most schools, students practice the various techniques they would use against an
opponent without the participation of a partner. The degree to which such solo prac
tice is done varies from art to art. Those martial arts that require a partner for practic
ing such movements as throwing, grappling, or join locks make only limited use of
individual practice. In judo, for example, for example, a beginner will first learn to
fall in various directions. He does this from sitting, squatting, and standing postions
without a partner. As he improves, he may jump into the air, turn a somersault and
land on his back without effect, breaking his fall in the recommended manner. Alter
he has learned to fall from a respectable height, his teacher or a more experienced
student will begin to throw him into the air to allow him to become accustomed to
falling when someone is throwing him.
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When he can fall correctly, he is taught the mechanics of one or more throwing tech
niques. In this procedure, the beginner usually performs the technique he is learning
with only the imaginary presence of a parnter. The footwork combined with the pull
and the turn of the body can profitably be done thousands of times without a partner
until the movement becomes reflex that occurs in the split second in which an open
ing occurs. At first, of course, the technique is performed slowly with emphasis on
the correct positioning of all parts of the body. This kind of individual practice is
useful for the duration of a person's judo training. To simulate an opponent's resis
tance. the student might also tie his judo uniform belt around a tree or post and pull
on the belt as he practices the throw.
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Individual training of this nature enables the student to grow accustomed to the body
mechanics involved in the performance of his techniques. Me is not distracted by an
opponent's shifting about evasively or attempting to counterattack. Me has time in
which to work on problems concerned with correct foot placement, body position, or
pulling direction. In an actual match, the opportunity to perform a throw appears only
briefly, allowing insufficient time to give attention to the many factors involved. Cer
tain optimum patterns of movement must be established, and these can only become
set if they are performed while maintaining contact with an opponent, as students
progress they tend to forego individual practice for practice with a partner. In a sense,
however, this practice can still be considered individual because the partner may be
asked to cooperate, thereby enabling the student to strengthen and polish his movements.
Because karate training does not involve as much physical contact with an opponent-throwing and grappling are minimal in most styles—it makes more use of individual
form practice that judo does. Countless hours arc spent in moving forward and back
ward over the floor while delivering punches, blocks, and kicks. At the outset, the
fundamentals of each technique are carefully taught. Foot position of the stance, knee
placement, and hip and body rotation in a punching or striking technique are all
described in detail. The route of the foot n the delivery of various kicks and that of hte
hand in strikes, punches and blocks is demonstrated until the student knows what is
required. Once these rudiments of positioning and movement have been learned, it is
up to each student to correctly perform each technique with maximum speed and
power. Ever>' training session has a period of time devoted to drilling in the basic
techniques used in karate. It is thought that success in more advanced karate training,
such as the deliver)' of techniques in combination with almost simultaneous applica
tion of block and counter characteristic of freestyle sparring, depends upon the cor
rect performance of basic movements.
Kata Practice
'"These movements are also combined in sequential form called kata in Japanese.
JL Students memorize a number of these sequences over the months and years of
their training. In such kata, the performer blocks and counters various attacks deliv
ered by a number of imaginary assailants located in different spots around him. Often
the kata as a whole has a certain overriding theme or idea which the student attempts
to express as he does the required moves. At the periodic promotional contests, an
examining board of teaches grades each student on his performance of one or more of
these forms. As his skill increases, a students learns more and more complicated
kata. But more importantly, he must perform even the relatively simple ones with
belter focus and concentration.
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Practice of kata constitutes another important segment of each training session.
Reptition of a technique, as explained above, provides one kind of training, but the
movements are usually done while first advancing a number of steps in one direction
and then retreating in the opposite. In kata, on the other hand, the student learns to
relate to all directions. From the standpoint of proficiency in karate, kata comes
closer to than any other training to actual sparring with an opponent; the practice of
kata enables each student to sharpen his skill.

I

Students of tai chi ch'uan attach great importance to the correct performance of a
sequential form that requires anywhere from five to twenty minutes to complete. The
variation in length of time necessary to complete this form depends upon the particu
lar style in question. Some teachers teach a "short" and a "long" form, others only a
"long," and still others only a "short." The short Yang form, which is rapidly gaining
popularity in this country', is not as brief as it may sound. It contains fewer move
ments overall and fewer repetitions thatn the long form and, depending upon the
speed of execution, takes seven to ten minutes to complete. Students must spend
about six months just learning the pattern of movements it contains, let alone doing
them correctly. The form consists of various self-defense movements arranged in
sequence and done throughout at the same rate of speed. The movements are often
stylized and sometimes only faintly resemble the original fighting technique. This
form is done slowly, and the position and the movement of every part of hte body
receive careful attention. Karate techniques, in contrast, are usually performed with
much greater speed and less emphasis on exact placement of various parts of th
body. In the Tai chi form, knees remain bent throughout and the back is held perpe
dicular to the ground. Again, in contrast to karate kata where at the moment of foe
the performer simultaeously tenses a large number of muscles, the body remains
relaxed as possible and only teh very' minimum of strength is used. Naturally, if tl
arm and shoulder muscles are employed in a movement, they become operative am
would feel hard to the touch, as would be true of the leg that supports the body's
weight. But if a hand must be raised to solar plexus height, it is unnecessary to
tighten all the muscles of the arm or the torso to accomplish this. Students of tai chi
ch'uan who want to learn to deal successfully with an opponent must move while
fighting in the way they move in the form. Thus, in doing the form, there is great
emphasis on a relaxed body with minumum use of strength, bent knees with conse
quent low center of gravity and attention to detail which contributes to a growth of
concentration and sensitivity. Students are expected to spend at least twenty or thirty
minutes daily doing the form. Teachers explain that only through daily practice will
the student internalize the correct way of moving. The goal is to practice long enough
and hard enough until all the student's movements throughout the day are done in a
manner characteristic of the tai chi form.
The use of individual form practice in the three martial arts briefly described above is
not limited to them but is characteristic of all martial arts I have knowledge of. Prac
titioners use this method of training to help develop the skill necessary for perform
ing the many complicated techniques that comprise the body of their art. Moreover,
their ability to attain maximum power in each movement is thought to stem from
individual practice. However, more than the development of the skillful and powerful
performance of various techniques can result from this kind of training. Those teach
ers who think of individual form practice as a means of bringing about those changes
in students that are characteristic of some form of meditation.
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Meditiative Aspects of Individual Form Practice
/^Vne may ask what is involved in such mental training and why is it pursued?
Investigation that over the centuries, both Eastern and Western religions and
secular groups have engaged in meditational practices which they variously claimed
achieved a union with God. enabled them to see life in its wholeness and instilled
tranquility. Meditation was seldom the province of mainstream religious observance
in the West but was and is usually pursued by groups inclined towards mysticism. In
the Middle East the Sufis and in the Far East the Busshists. Taoists. Shintoists, and
Indian Yogis all depend upon meditation to achieve their particular ends. Members of
primitive tribes throughout the world engage in one or another form of meditation for
spiritual development. The meditation practiced by all of these groups has certain
mental and physical methods in common. Chief among them are muscular relaxation
and freeing the mind from everyday thoughts. The intention is to learn to focus the
conscious mind on something other than our everyday concerns, which usually re
ceive exhaustive attention. Moreover, students attempt to maintain their focus for
longer and longer periods of time, undistracled by intruding thoughts or sensations.
This concentration of the mind can be accomplished by repeating a word or sound, by
counting the inhalation or exhalation of the breath or in numerous other ways.
The individual practice of form in the martial arts, when it is used as mental training,
also relies upon some of the forgoing methods to bring about in its students various
changes in the way they view the world. Of course, the light which a student consid
ers the form, the manner in which he does it and the ultimate outcome of his practice
depend in large measure upon the views of his teacher. If his class secs nothing more
in it that skill-producing practice, progress in this other direction will be slow. De
spite the occasional failure of their teacher to point the way, students will notice a
change in themselves nonetheless. But usually they will by unaware of the potential
for development and unable, therefore, to consciously help the process along.
At any rate, a teacher who believes his student should learn concentration through
form practice will proceed by asking him to give the form his complete attention.
Intrusive thoughts of past or present problems or of intentions concerning the future
might rise in his mind, but the student must not entertain them. Ideas unconcerned
with the form may appear, but he should ignore them as they come into his awareness
and immediately return his attention to the form. I le must endeavor to keep his mind
on every movement and try to do it as well as he can. Moreover, he should try to
become fully aware of the position of his body and the changing location of its various
parts. As he becomes conscious of errors of positions or execution in his perfor
mance. he must try to determine the reason for his mistakes and try to make the
necessary adjustments. This general procedure is more characteristic of forms that
are performed slowly, but even movements which are ordinarily done with speed can
promote such awareness. If speed is too much of a handicap, the form can be slowed
down. The drawback in training students to concentrate by the use of forms ordinarily
done at fast pace is that they find it difficult to be fully conscious of what they are
doing.
Another facet of individual form training is its emphasis on executing techniques
from a lower center of gravity. Knees are usually bent in doing a form, but the need
for a lower center of gravity encompasses more than a superficial lowering of the
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body. In terms of developing skill, techniques capable of generating maximum power
must be done with the whole body. Because the muscles of the legs and hips consti
tute a large proportion of the body's bulk and form its foundation, or stance, these
muscles must be brought fully into play with each movement. Added stability is lent
to each technique as the center of gravity is lowered. In addition, even though a punch
or block appears to be done with the arms or shoulders, in reality the main emphasis
is on the correct movement of the legs and hips. Beyond the apparent lowering of the
body and the presence of power in these fighting movements, form practice is de
signed to effect a more subtle change in the student. This change concerns a gradual
sinking or settling of the center of his body, or his conception of his center, to a lower
position. This center eventually becomes to rest at a point a few inches below the
navel. This point is known as the tan tien in Chinese or tanden in the Japanese.
Traditionally, the tan tien is a center or resevoir of a form of intcral energy which, as
discussed earlier, is called chi in Chinese. It is considered a point for the nourishement
of life. Attempts by adherents of Western scientific medicine to experiment discover
the physiological presence and location of the center have met with failure. Yes. from
ancient times, teachers of mental and spiritual development in Indian. Chinese and
Japanese cultures have posited its existence and spoken of the benefits resulting from
its cultivation. Teachers of this kind, whose writings are extant or who are presently
teaching, base their instruction on the findings resulting from thousands of years of
close and careful observation of human beings by their predecessors. Moreover, a
teacher of this sort has always been a man with an outstanding grasp of practical
physiology and skilled in assessing the extent of human awareness. If such men in
different cultures speak of the center of the human body, place it is in the same
location and cite its importance as a place from which one "acts" and "thinks." then
we must attach some credence to the theory to entertain the possibility that some
thing, in fact, does on there. All our problems of belief and acceptance clear up.
however, when we begin to practice and notice the gradual change in ourselves over
the years.
Hara
HPhe Japanese term hara seems to include the qualities connected with the kind of
A centering involved. Hara can be translated as stomach, but in the sense being
used here it indicates the lower abdominal area. In describing a way of functioning
that is down to earth, big-hearted, and reflected of a broad and deep understanding of
human life, the Japanese speak approvingly of a person acting from his hara or of
having a big hara. Beyond the mature way of dealing with life that it immediately
signifies, this kind of statement expresses a more fundamental point of view about
human relationships and man's place in the world. It implies an acceptance of the
idea that we are connected with the world and with one another. We are not separated
from the rest of life. The role of the intellect, or the head, in our activities is not
ignored or depreciated, but it is understood that intellect must be rooted in those
depths of life which spring from all that we do. Purely intellectual solutions to prob
lems are probably not possible., because other parts of our mind are certain to exert
their infleunce. However, when we attempt to be as rational as possible in our ap
proach. we often become too narrow or restrictive of our assessment of the 'relevant'
factors that constitute the problem or its solution. We forget that the world is actually
an interrelated and intermeshed whole.
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It is thought that a person who acts in a way indicative of a developed hara walks and
moves differently than others. He gives a physically settled and solid appearance,
which is not the same thing as possessing a corpulent or stocky body. For those who
are able to judge such things, there is a clear difference in the way people walk and
use their bodies. This difference is evident when we compare a person raised in one
country, or culture, with a person from another. For example. Japanese would say of
most Westerners that they bounce along as they walk, reflecting the high location of
the body's center. In contrast, they fell that Japanese generally walk more heavily and
somehow are lower in terms of the body's cener. expressing a different approach to
life from that held in the West. The student of martial arts also begins to look physi
cally more stable and composed as he continues practicing. At first there is no notice
able evidence of any alteration in his usual way of doing things. But it will be helpful
for him to believe that the change he seeks is slowly coming about. When it does
occur, he may not even be sure anything has happened because it has come so gradu
ally. The clearest indicator that he has that something has changed over the years
comes when an acquaintance he has not seen for some time remarks on some differ
ence in him. The student may. in his friend's eyes, hold himself and do things in a
more composed manner, partly the result of the center of the body gradually drop
ping. In those persons slydying correctly for some years in a martial art or in some
form of meditation, be they Western or Eastern, a settled, composed and tranquil way
of doing things is evident.
Analytical and Intuititive Aspects of the Mind
A s we learn to concentrate, to physcially settle the body and to relax those muscles
/iLlhal are unnecessary' for doing a technique, we gradually quiet the analytical.
reasoning portion of the mind. Why would this be useful or necessary? In our Western
culture, we generally react to the world in a rational manner, often distrusting or
thinking of little value a more intuitive approach to our problems. Our Western way
of viewing the world lends itself to separating out components of a whole in odcr to
examine them more closely, sometimes forgetting that it is the working of the whole
that is important. To tiy to see these things in their totality, as they really are. seems
essential for our welfare. Tampering with one or another element of our environment
without consideration for the effect of such tampering on the whole could lead to
calamity of some form or other. In a more personal sense, scomtimcs a too rational
approach to life results in failure to see any connection between our well-being and
interests and that of other human beings and other fonts of life. Our relationships
with other life might then become exploitive, causing unhappiness and discontent
and perhaps bringing some form of retribution in its wake as the exploited attempt to
right the balance.
If we recognize the value of approaching life from an intuitive as well as a rational
standpoint, how can we effect such a change in our thinking? To begin with, we must
first give ourselves a rest from our usual way of viewing the world. Those of us who
live in our fast-paced, crowded, and noisy cities receive a constant bombardment of
impressions from our environment. There is usually so much going on that we arc in
a perpetual state of distraction, unable to concentrate and often unclear about who
and what we are. To preserve our sanity we sometimes hit out or ignore many of the
impressions clamoring for our attention. We certainly cannot consciouly register ev
er)' impression made upon us in the world around us. Unfortunately, it is probable
that this kind of selectivity also results in our failing to see things arc they really arc.
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We usually construct some sort of martial image that represents the people or things
most familar to us or that we deal with all the time. We no longer sec a person as
clearly or as vividly after meeting him two or three times. For example, the first time
we meet a person or witness an event we bring all of our facilities to bear in an effort
to assess this new experience. In succeeding meetings, we actually see less or lose
the freshness of the first meeting because we have usually catalogued the impres
sions we received at the beginning. Thus, if an acquaintance had shaved a mustache
or beard, we may not even notice this difference in his appearance because we have
mentally classified him in a certain way.
The phenomenon of failing to see the uniqueness of each person is also related to this
tendency. We usually categorize the people we meet or see around us. If a person says
he is a student, the attributes of that occupation spring to mind and he is pigeonholed.
A man engaged in some form of manual labor concerned with the erection of build
ings is labeled "construction-worker" and takes on the various characteristics we
associate with that term. However, the people we meet may not fit the mold we have
prepared for them in our minds. The ability to generalize this way has its uses in our
culture, but we often forget that the term "teacher" or "student" or "city-dweller"
includes a vast array of people, many of whom act in ways that might not fit our
mental images.
To react to life in this way removes much of the freshness that could be a part of
everyday experience. It contributes to boredom. Our awareness becomes limited to
dealing with what is going on around us. Concentrating on the movements of a form
inour training gives us a kind of rest from our accustomed way of dealing with life.
We have to focus fully for a lime on something real and concrete, something we are
not allowing ourselves to form a mental image of. The result, over time, of this change
in our way of relating to what we are doing is that wenn we return our attention tc
outside concerns, we see things more vividly, as if they were fresh experiences. More
over, a new perspective results from this focus of our attention. Often, too, a different
sense of proportion emerges with reduced use of abstract thinking. Person problems
that seemed overwhelming become easier to solve. Seen in relation to the Irger issues
of life, our problems are reduced to more easily manageable dimensions.
We seem to bee conerned here with the way to apprehend the world wich we help
form and with which we interact. Some of us seem to try to relate to life logically and
analytically, while others favor an approach based on emotion, feeling, and intuition,
and perhaps a denial of the primary importance of logic in many areas. Obviously, it
is not a question of the exclusive use of one mode of relating or the other, because
every one constantly combines the two in differing proportions. However, observers
of human behavior have mremarked on a general tendency of must of us to favor
either one or the other.
In the West, it seems clear that the logical and analytical has been considered supe
rior to the intuitive, especially over the last two hundred years. For the past genera
tion or two, literature and movies have often contrasted a dominant male way of
reasoning with the weaker female, more sensitive method to the solution of a prob
lem. If a point is at issue, the woman is generally portrayed as having a certain "feel
ing" about it and lacking the ability to represent a cogently reasoned argument in
favor of her feeling. As a result of this inability to support the product of her intuition
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with acceptable reasons, the "feeling" is rejected by the male decision-maker. In the
same fictionalized treatment, the woman's apprehensions prove to have been wellfounded and failing to heed them results n some form of disaster. This presentation
by writers and our acceptance of it in that form is a recognition that the dominant
logical, analytical approach to the problems of life is fallible, especially when it is
employed exclusively, and that there is something to be said for using the mind in
other ways. Novertheless. it is usual for the intuitive manner of relating to get short
shrill from decision-makers, unless the insightful flash can be translated into a logi
cal. sequential presentation. Women who cannot reason or refus to arc usually con
sidered scatterbrained. An intuitive means of dealin with life also thought common to
artists, poets, and members of some esoteric groups. Although the work done by
many peopl of this kind is considered useful and valuable to society, they have often
been viewed as eccentric and sometimes even dangerous to societal stability. This
attitude is probably held because the work of these person is usually reflects the ideas
which are different from the currently accepted ones. These ideas are considered
irrelevenl and perhaps threatening by the great majority during the lifetime of many
artists and others with the ability to bring the world into clear focus. In societies that
exercise considerable control over the individual, such persons are subject to censor
ship lest their work present a point of view that runs counter to the official dogma.
Those who subscribe to the theory that the mind has both a logical and an intuitive
side, a theory’ formulated over the millenia through observations of people's behavior,
feel on safer ground when this theory is supported by results ofmodern scientific
studies. This is especially true in the West, given our prcdiliction for evidence which
is verifiable under controlled laboratory conditions. In recent years, phsychological
and physiological research concerned with the brain has given additional support to
the earlier thesis. Robert Ornstein in his book The Psychology of Consciousness
(W.H. Freeman & Co. San Franscisco. 1972. 247pp. ) describes the research that has
been done on the way the brain works in right-handed human beings. He writes:
On the physiological level, it has recently been shown that the two cerebral
hemispheres of the cortex are specialized for different modes of information
processing. The left hemisphere operates primarily in a verbal-intellectual and
sequential mode, the right hemisphere primarily in a spatial and sequential mode.
The "right hemisphere" mode is often devalued by the dominant, verbaI
intellect...this second mode often appears inelegant, lacking the formal reason
ing. linearity, andpolish of h
t e intellect. It is more inolved in space than in time,
more involved in intuition than in logic and language, since it is non-linear,
this second mode is not involved in the "ordinary" realm of cause and effect
which underlies so much of our personal and intellectual life....(p. 225)

Ornstein makes the point that the two ways of dealing with our environment arc
complementary’. But he seems to feel that the balance in our Western society has
tipped on the sde of the functions handled by the left hemisphere of the brain. We are
primarily intellectual and need additional attention to the intuitional, holistic ap
proach to our problems. He argues for using both hemispheres in the kind of synthe
sis that will promote the well-being and perhas the survival of the world.
The desireability on this synthesis stems from conception that the logical, analytical
of the brain can gel valuable information from the intuitive portion. Also, the intui-
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tive portion. Also, the intuitive portion can benefit by having its total apprehension of
a situation translated by the logical into language or symbols that can be communi
cated to other minds. The Hash of intuition concerning the solution of a problem must
be worked through in a step-by-step fashion by the analytical portion of the mind if
the solution results are to be made available to the outside world.
From another standpoint, we ought to be able to bring into our conscious minds infor
mation about ourselves and the world around us gathered by the intuitive portion of
the mind. Some think that the intuitive portion contains suppressed ideas and wishes
best left alone or unexamined. Bu tto think in this waybars from conscious examina
tion a rich Held of our own experience which, like it or not. affects us even if we try
to ignore it.
Form training can move the student in this direction. It furthers a quieting of the
rational, analytical portion of the mind and allows the right hemisphere of the brain
more scope. This process can bring about an opening up of the student's perceptions,
heighten his awareness and help him become more conscious of the world around
him than previously. In his relations with persons, he might find that he is developing
the kind of insight that allows him to sense what is really being thought or felt. Often,
verbal statements made by another do not square with the particular feeling he trans
mits. This does not mean that the verbal expression need be rejected in favor of the
intuitive feeling. However, a prudent course would dictate a combination of equal
proportions of the two methods of relating to others.
Discipline
T7inally. doing the form daily helps the student bring discipline into his life. By
JP 'discipline' I mean developing the ability to do something each day which is not
always pleasant and about which one is not always enthusiastic. It is easy to engage
in some activity which excites us and which we like. However, even though we have
made up our minds to live in a certain way. we will encounter many days or perhapf
weeks when we are less than eager to do the work connected with our choice. If w»
practice only the days we really want to, our progress will be extremely slow, h
addition, we are apt to stop our training altogether, because the particular form we
are doing becomes easier with daily practice and more difficult when it is done infre
quently.
Spending a certain portion of each day in practice, the results of which are not quickly
evident, is difficult. Those students who enroll in a school of martial arts which holds
daily classes are forunate, because once the class begins they are swept along in the
general procedure. The energy generated by fellow students and the teacher serves to
carry each individual along. Those who attend class only once or twice a wekk, and
who must practice it alone for a period of time each day have a more difficult time of
it. At any rate, the general pattern for students is for discipline to be initially imposed
from outside themselves. It is true that beginners usually throw themselves into train
ing with enthusiasm. But when the initial flush of enthusiasm begins to fade, they
need help in establishing a steady pattern of training. The class situation provides the
pattern. Generally, however, students fall into the habit of training at certain times of
the day. If for some reason they are unable to train, they feel that something has been
left undone. Once a certain momentum of practice has been established, it becomes
easier to do one's prescribed period of training than to avoid it.
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The idea of discipline is not a matter of having our mind on the achievement of come
future goal. Nor is it tied to the Protestant work ethic. Instead, it stems from our
decision to live our lives in a partcular way, to follow a certain road. Once we have
made such a decision, wemust turn our energy as much as possible toward fully doing
the things that are a part of our chosen way. When we practice, we must not think we
are sacrificing something or suffering in order to attain some reward. The thing we
are doing should have been chosen because of its inherent value for us and thus it is
worth doing for its own sake. Taking the view that wer only practicing in order to get
some imagined goal tends to devalue what it being done. The goal we arc striving to
reach may not exist or. if we feel we have reached it. may not be at all the way we
imagined it. All we really have it our daily practice and living our daily life. The
method or manner in which we live from day to day affects us in a certain way and
results in development of one kind or another. We must go on the assumption that
undertaking a certain kind of training will put us in a different place five years from
now than if this training had not been done. Beyond carefully making our intilial
selection of a road to follow, it is of little worth to speculate what kind of human .
being we might become at some future date. The likelihood is that we will not differ
very much from the way we are now. Yet even small changes in self-realization and
self-understanding are valuable for us.
Attempting to bring discipline into our lives does not call for the avoidance ofjoy and
pleausure. Students will discover that practicing alone or with a partner is often very
enjoyable. The relaxed feeling comes with doing individual form practice is almost
always pleasurable. In working with a partner, depending on the martial art. smiles
and even laughter are not uncommon. At the conclusion of a free practice period,
participants who have put aside their accustomed social facade to reveal more of
themselves, as is common in the heat of the encounter, enjoy a warm feeling towards
one another. Thus, some kind of disciplined training does not negate feelings of plea
sure. but may instead even give rise to them.
Still another facet of discipline concerns the necessity of doig something long enough
and in concentrated enough fashion to discover what is beneath the surface. Without
almost daily and fairly intensive practice in any of the martial arts, we will only
experience what is superficial. Of course, any degree of training, even if only very
mild, brings some benefit. However, if our practice is not intensive over a period of
years, we will fail to come upon those elements which only appear this particular
depth. This idea that clearly illustrated in the development of skill. Those persons
who train daily for a number of years reach levels of skill that seem impossible to
achieve to those unwilling or unable to devote themselves as fully to training. Simi
larly. in the area of self-realization and self-development, levels are reached with
intensive and continuous training that the dilattante can only guess at. ♦
—Herman Knutz
Reprinted by Permission
The Overlook Martial Arts Reader
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J Fighting in the Lists
Techniques of Knightly Combat
Introduction: Why study technique?.

Welcome to Fighting in the Lists, a new feature of Chronique that will bring
the techniques offighting to you from around the world! While collecting mate
rial for this issue, we discovered that there was a far greater amount of work
that needed to be done regardingfighting technique than be covered in a single
issue. Rather than start a whole new publication, we decided to begin an ongo
ing column that will, with every issue, examine a new drill or technique. We
the editors hope you enjoy this column; maybe something you find here will
improve your own skills, increasing your prowess, that you renown might in
crease.

Drill & Technique
1

r f we are indeed trying to
reproduce the knightly
^.art
of swordsmanship,
*4■
does drill play a role? Some of
have said that such things are
more reminiscent of a modern
‘tournament’ oriented martial art
than Western medieval combat,
which has been characterized as
being undisciplined, raw, reliant
more on brute force than on the
refined technique that the Eastern
martial arts have long champi
oned. For the purposes of this ar
ticle I will lay aside the question
of swordsmanship as it applies to
the Renaissance; combat with a
rapier differs enough from work
with a broadsword, both in terms
of technique and of history, that I
will leave such things for another
day.

"0hat knights did some training
is not really in question. What re
mains an open question is how
they trained, what things they
taught their squires, students, and
their peers. There are few records
left of this more unglamorous as
pect of fighting technique, yet to
create the expertise necessary to
compete in the field against expe
rienced opponents and enemies,
l have little doubt that some form
of repititous training was prac
ticed from an early age.
■0oday we have found that drills
can improve the most fundamen
tal aspects of a combatants’s
swordsmanship, aspects that
seem basic but that provide the
foundation upon which all ele
ments of the combatant’s 'style'
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are based. Drills develop the criti
cal elements of focus, balance,
awareness, precision, and provide
confidence in the basic techniques
that will carry a knightly combat
ant through most of their martial
career.
have heard more than a few
intermediate combatants
complain that they already knew
how to throw the basic ‘cut to
prime,’ what is commonly called
in the SCA the ‘snap.* 1 would sub
mit that almost every combatant’s
blows could stand improvement,
and that work on these basics is
investment wisely spent.

middling skills. They should
rather continue to build upon and
improve the basic skills that will
in turn lend them a superior sense
of timing and confidence that will
enable them to innovate on the
spur of the moment to exploit a
momentary weakness in their
opponent’s defense.

Sftost tournament victories are
won through timing and the men
tal aspects of fighting rather than
by some ‘blow of the week.’ An
ntermediate combatant would be
.veil advised to forgo the tempta
tion to invest their precious train
ing time and energies in ‘novelty’
attacks that work well only a few
times or against combatants of

!£ use drills at every stage in a
combatant’s development. As a
novice, it provides critical compo
nents of balance and confidence.
As an intermediate combatant, it
begins to introduce ideas of el
egance and
flow
into *. a
combatant’s style, which in turnyield precision and efficiency of
energy use. Advanced combat
ants use drill to teach other com
batants, to refine their own skills
still further, and to help them' bn
their path towards mastery.
—Brian Price
--AKA SCA Brion Thornbird op Rlivs,
Fori
Knight

Fighting in the Lists
future Articles
Issue #i 6: Staff Drills
Issue #17: Stances
Issue #18: Cuts with the Sword
Issue #19: Overhand Sword Drills
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Blow Acknowledgement
' Continued'

XDe are indeed our brothers’ and
sisters’ keepers. Most of all, we
are our own.

fight in light armor. I may bruise
more, but I don’t often miss a
blow. I found this harness was
most conducive to protecting my
reputation and made the appro
priate changes.
X also fight with a very light
sword. Once the proper physics
of blow delivery were learned, I
found that 1 was striking my op
ponents with too much force. I
»adjusted my weapons and my
technique as part of the burden of
responsibility I carry for my op
ponents’ safety.

"Duke Conn MacNcilI, Knight
"fanurary, 1997

Continued
from Page 66

espite the amount of work
and recurring possibility of
discouragement, it seems
that for those with the right ideas
in mind—those who are fighting
with the right spirit—the work
pays off. You find yourself in the
midst of a good fight and it all
T5hese things I have done in the becomes worthwhile. 1 am far
cause of safety and courtesy, and from an expert, but l hav<
I ask you to join me in personally watched and I have listened an
serving both of these causes. 1 1 have tried to learn. The thing
wouldn’t ask anyone to do what I that I have seen have given me the
desire to push down this path to
wasn’t willing to do myself.
ward the many good moments
that
I know await me. I have seen
e are supposed to be
the pleasure in other combatants’
courteous and noble
fights. I have felt it myself on the
tournamentiers. If we give and
field. But 1 am only beginning, and
receive blows based on an histori
it can only get better thanks to the
cal standard that actually killed
great combatants l have shared
and wounded nobles through
the field with and those that 1 will
their armor, then we will indeed
meet in the future—these people
be killing and wounding people
that have made this so much more
through their armor. If we ac
than a sport. Once the first steps
knowledge as good any crisp,
have been taken, the experience
clean and unimpeded blow, we
just begins to draw you in, and
shall always be held in esteem as
you don’t want to turn back. It’s
honorable combatants by our op
a long, endless journey to take, but
ponents, our consorts, the gallery,
our peers, and the person who the wilderness looks like a great
place to wander. 1 believe that is
gazes back at us from the mirror.
why so many enjoy it. *M:

i
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Livre de Chevalerie
The Book of Chivalry
Geoffrey de Charny
Knight of France, 14,h Century
It is clear from the text that Charny
lived his life as he wrote of it: he was
chosen by King John the Good of
France to write the precepts and que
ries that would guide the Order of the
Star in his quest to improve the qual
ity of the French knights. Already
puissant, to be named to such an en
deavor was a prize beyond price. For
his service on Crusade against the
Turks, it seem likely that Charny was
the first owner of the Shroud of Turin,
a token of his faith. However faith
ful. Charity's text belies a knight
steeped in the requirements of a prac
tical knight of his day. He speaks of
what is good and right, but also of
what is really done in the name of
knighthood. Richard Kacuper has
done a magnificent job of outlining
and introducing Charny: though pro
fessional. the work is obviously done
with passion as well as thoroughness.

"And they speak the truth, for because of
their great desire to reach and attain that
high honor, they do not care w hat suffer
ing they have to endure, but turn every
thing into great enjoyment. Indeed, it is
a fine thing to perform great deeds, for
those w ho rise to great achievement can
not rightly grow tired or sated with it:
so the more they achieve, the less they
feel they have achieved: this stems from
the delight they take in striving to reach
great heights."
—Geoffrey de Charny
uring the time of the Hundred
Years War. one French knight
captured the imagination and char
acter of the knights of France. Sire
Geoffrey de Charny. rising from a
country captain to be a member of the
king’s inner council, champion of
chivalric wisdom, finally carrying the
Oriflamme into battle during the
Battle of Poitiers in 1356.

!

For tournament re-enactors, it is a rare
opportunity to touch with such inti
macy an authentic knight of the 14"'
century. Most records left to us,
though valuable, are aggrandize
ments celebrating the often-fictional
exploits of their patrons. In this
record, the talented translator Elspeth
Kennedy brings us closer than ever
before to this powerful icon of knight
hood. Here, in his own words. Sir
Geoffrey de Charnay speaks of
knighthood, of the kinds of knights
to earn renown through various sorts
of deeds in arms, of the joys and hard
ships that accompany the commit
ment to life as a knight.

This book will in short order become
a classic of chivalric literature. At long
last, this obscure text oft referred to
but difficult to obtain, is not only
available but contains a valuable in
troduction and side by side transla
tion into English.
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$17.95 Softcover
$35.95 Hardcover
1.415.961.2187 (VISA/MC)
Checks payable to:
The Chivalry Bookshelf
316 Escuela Avenue #38
Mountain View, CA 94040
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embellishment can help add to your
renown in that others perceive that
you have worked hard to learn and
train yourself in the subtle and artful
nuances of combat and that your
lights are truly enjoyable [both to the
observer as well as the opponent].
These are important factors in devel
oping flourishes to your lighting. It
is not just for the sake of these accents,
however, but to polish and practice
them so that they enhance your own
abilities and add to those for all to see.

TOURNAMENT

We must remind ourselves that we are
not only teaching and training those
in our immediate households, or
classes, but also those that observe
from a distance. They will remember
that which is vivid, that which stands
out.... Is it not our duty, then, to give
others that which we hold so dear?
Should we not show through prac
tice and display, that which we would
have others emulate? Is this not as
important in the development and
participation of our chivalric combat?
The following sources and people helped
in the development of this article:
The Sword & The Mind
Yagyu Munenori, Translated by
Hiraoki Sato, Overlook Press, 1986
Tao of Jeet Kune Do, Bruce Lee, Ohara
Publications, 1975

Brian R. Price
A hardcover collection of ceoays printed
in the style of Caxcon'e Book of Knight'
hood O’ Chivalry, reviewed by more than
a hundred combatants and consorts. In
this book you will find more than ciglv
teen essays dealing with everything haw
ing to do with the tournament:
1. The Company of Saint George o
This Book
2. The purpose of the Tournament of
Chivalry
3. The Code of Chivalry
4. for the Honor of the Lady
5. The Rules of the List
6. The Tournament field
7. Of Marshals o Heralds
8. Of Arms o Armour
9. Conduct Around the field
1 o. The Structure of the Tournament
11. The pas d’Armes
12. The Invocation
13. The Challenge
14. The fight
15. The Grand Melcc"War
16. Grace in Victory O Defeat
17. The Office of Squire
18. The Accolade of Knighthood

'also'
Duke Jade of Starfall
Duchess Elina of Beckenham
Earl Brion Thornbird ap Rhys

The Chivalry Bookshelf
316 Escuela #38, Mt. View, CA
94040

'fin itf'

VISA / iV/C
415.961.2187
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Where to Get It
Classified Advertising
Are you looking for that special something for medieval re-enactments?
The Where to Get It section of Clironique is intended to offer the best
in resources to tournament re-enactors.
Reproductions

Reproductions

Chivalry Bookshelf

The finest
in armour reproductions,
specializing in equipment
from the 14th - 15th centu
909.881.8629
ries.

and amongst the most dis
criminating recnactors.
360.681.7128

Ramon Lull's Book of Chiv
alry: Translated from the
Middle English. An early
14th century handbook for
$8.00
knights & squires.

Historic Arms & Armour
Accurate reproductions of
armour, edged weapons,
footwear, spurs and dress
accessories. Free brochure
760 789.2299
and pricelist.
www historiccnterpriscs com

Eldrid Tremavne. Master
Armourer: Highest quality
pieces for re-enactors.
910.227.6044

|

Riveted Mail: Do you need
real riveted mail to match
a fantastic helmet? Tired of
maintenance? We turn the
rings individually and rivet
815.399.1129
each ring!
Master Knut Osterum:
Welded mail at excellent
prices. Aventails. Hau
berks. even Vervelles!
602.861.2341
Master Roberto di Milano.
Armourer. The most de
tailed armour produced in
authentic fashion.
607.277.0253
Master Torgul. Jeweler. The
most beautiful custom
work. Torgul's work has
been featured in galleries

Master Talbot's Treasures:
Cast reproductions taken
right from authentic pieces!
708.562.7667
Black Swan Designs: His
torically accurate clothing
rcproductionsin
quality
fabrics. Ready to wear &
custom made smallclothes,
hose, shirts, outwear &
more.
Books & Periodicals
Ken Trotman Booksellers:
Specializing in military' and
arms & armour books.
0223-211-030
Armour
from
Schloss
Churburg is back in print!
Two incredible volumes
packed with useful photo
graphs and text describing
the most important collec
tion in the transitional his
tory'.
0223-211-030
Geoffrey de Charnav’s l.ivre
de Cheva/erie. Now at long
last in print!! Available im
mediately from the Chiv
alry- Bookshelf:
$17.95 + $3 SH soft
$35.95 + $4 SII hard
415.961.2187
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Introduction to Swords
manship: The basics of
$5.00
swordsmanship.
Equipping Yourself in the
Style of the 14th century: 32
pages of detailed informa
tion useful for putting to
gether a transitional tour
$5.50
nament harness.
$6.50
Clironique #I -# 14
#1: What is the tournament
#2: Tourney Companies
#3: Conduct on the Field
#4: The Pas d'Armcs
it5: Knighting Ceremonies
#6: Arms & Armour
hi: Courtly Love
#8: The Office of Squire
#9: William the Marshal
#10: King Rene d'Anjou
#11: Heralds & Heraldry
#12: 14th c. Knighthood
#13: The Knightly Sword
#14: The Gallery

The Chivalry Bookshelf
316 Escuela Avenue #38
Mountain View, CA 94040
415.961.2187
www. eh ro n i q ue. com
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Have you Subscribed?

Subscriptions U
Package Deals

Are you interested in improving
your fighting skill? Would you
like to read about authentic fight
ing techniques? Descriptions of
period battles? Expositions on
arms and armour? Explore the
ideals of chivalry? Trade ideas
and concepts on elements of phi
losophy? Discuss controversial
issues such as points of honor,
conduct on the field, the respon
sibilities of knights, squires, con
sorts? Read translations of period
material? Keep up to date on the
tournament company community
in the US and around the world?
Read about other medieval re-en
actors?

Basic Subscription (UJ5.)
$i 8.00
2'ycar subscription
$32.00
foreign Subscription (surface)
$28.00

foreign Subscription (air)
$34.00

Back Issues
All back issues # 1 14 w/sub
♦$50.00
foreign back issue sec w/sub
*$66.00

Single Back Issue price
$ 6.00

Special!
THe BOOK Of
TH6 TOURNAMeNT

If so, then Chronique is for you! It
is an exciting forum designed to
fill the gaps in between groups
who like to recreate period tour
naments. Using a combination of
letters, articles, translations and
essays, Chronique will bring ideas
on the tournament, fighting, and
chivalry together into a single re
source, at once entertaining and
thought provoking.

Regularly $21.95;
only $17.95 w/sub!
U.S. Sub + back issues +
tourney book
07-95!

Name
AKA Name
Address
State

City
Tel.

Email

Start my Subscription ^aHssue #
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Zip

Fighting Techniques

Tournament Company Register
Western US
Company of Saint George
415.961.2187
Brian R. Price
316 Escuela Avenue #38, Mountain View, CA 94040
http://www.chronique.com
Southeast US
Company of Saint Mark
301.598.7424
David Kujit
2801 Ashmont Ter., Silver Spring, MD, 20906
Company of Saint Michael
Hugh T. Knight
610.559.8085
619 Jasper St., Allentown, PA 18103

Eastern US

Southeast US
Company of the Star
904.495.9967
Joe Latta
11717 SW 99th Avenue, Gainesville, FL, 32608
Grand Company of the Peacock
708.562.7667
Doug Strong
240 E. Palmer, Chicago, 1L, 60164

Middle US

Tenans of Noble Follv
Middle US
Aaron Toman
414.263.2081
1743 King Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212
Knights of the Lion Rampant
Damien Fegan
POB 180, Springhill, Brisbane, Australia

Australia

Company of Saint Iago (St. James)
Northwest US, Canada
llkka Salokannel
5870 Booth Avenue, Burnaby, BC Canada V5H 3A8
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Monographs and Class Notes
Brian R. Price
AKA SCA Earl Sir Brion Thombird ap Rhys, OL
001 Historical Forms of the Tournament for SCA Combat: History, Re
sources, Examples. Notes preparedfor the Collegium Occidentals, 1992. Contains
an analysis ofmodern and historical tournaments, period challenges, and notes on how
to hold these tournaments in the SCA.
36pp. Monograph
$5.00
002 Choosing Armour for the SCA: A briefintroduction to some of the questions
you should ask yourself and your armourer when considering an authentic set of
equipment.
16pp. Monograph
$2.50
004 Introduction to Swordsmanship: Class notes prepared for the fall session of
Collegium Occidentals, 1992. Thoughts on training oriented towards the novice
combatant, including building a philosophy, balance,focus, awareness, stance, move
ment, and instructions for building thefirst offensive blow, the "snap."
40pp.+ photographs. Monograph
$6.00
005 Essence of SCA War (Temporarily out of print)
006 Organization for SCA War (Temporarily out of print)
007 The Company of Saint George (2nd edition): A newly expanded booklet
containing a briefhSlory ofthe company, its goals, and philosophy. Although the book
is intentdedasaguideforthoseioho are curious about St. George, it may prove valuable
for anyone considering theformation of such a group.
64pp Monograph (not yet in print!)
$6.00

009 Raymon Lull's Book of the Order of Chivalry: A modern
translation from the Middle English: Perhaps one of the most
important Medieval sources on chivalry, this 13th century work was
translated into more than 12 languages during the 13th, 14th and
15th centuries. It remains as rich today as it was during its reign as
a chivalric "best seller."
92 pp. Monograph

$8.00

010 Arming Yourself in the Style of the 14th Century:
A survey of armourfor use by re-enactors during the 14th century,
including arming clothes and weapons
32 pp. monograph

$5.00

~All of the above are available from the Editor—
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